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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCT!Gl OF RESEARCH STUDY IN 
INTERCL.tiSS GROUPING 
Hypothesis 
The hypothesis proposed in this experiment in reading at the 
intermediate grade level vasz 
The \18e of interclass grouping will provide greater achieve­
ment and a higher level of motivation tor reading than would be 
found in a c:cnventional self-contained groupini pro&l"Ul• 
Pl.an or ExperiJllent 
In the interclass grouping, basal reading instruction tor 
several roans or children was scheduled at the same time. Children 
were sectioned for reading instruction in accordance vi.th their 
reading levels. The high and scme middle achievers went to one 
teacher. The remaining middle and low achievers went to another 
teacher terr their reading instruction. Thia plan elindnated the 
need for so many groups within a class. 
It also allowed the teacher to work directly with a group for 
a longer period or time. The main disadvantage of this approach was 
that the teachers were not able t o  follow up during other classes. 
To test this hypothesis, four elementary classes were involved 
during the 1965 - 1966 school year. 
l 
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These fifth and eixth grade classes were located Within a 
school district where the socio-econan1o background range0. f'ram very 
low class to middle class with a majorit.y of pupils, who wer� in the 
e�_::-JOr:iJnental and control groups, coming from banes with middle class 
values. 
fue fifth grade cless and. one sixth grade claes were used in 
the experimental intergrauping. In order to differ somewhat from 
the usual pattern of intergrou.ping, the fifth grade teacher was 
assigned the more c apable reading pupils of the fifth grade as well 
as the mo;:oe capable pupila of the sixth erade for reading inatructicn. 
'fhe sixth grade teacher who was working with the experimental program 
waa assigned the less capable read.i.n{� pupils f'roa the fifth erade 
section u well as JQ8intaining the leas capable sixth grade papila 
from hia ovn class section for reading inst.ruction. I t  waa theorized 
that this type 01' interclass grouping llight provide not only a better 
instructional program. for meeting needa, bnt that its break with a 
oonventiooal intergrouping pat.tern mir,ht prove a motivational factor 
in improvement in reading. 
Placement of the children in the experimental groups for 
reading instruction was r.ade on the basis of teachers' judgment of 
reading aehievement and the previous year' s scores en the Metropolitan 
Achievement Teeta, Ftrm AM. This was determined by their scores on 
the sections in reading and word knowlecJ.ee. 
Besides the use of reading achievement scores the teachers 
studied indiYi.dual peroonality and motivational relations regarding 
a special reading program. It wa21 important especially with the 
J 
combined experimental fifth and sixth grade groups that a good 
working attitude within the classes was reached. 
The use of intelligence quotiem�s was also made in the p lacement 
-of pupils 1.n the experimental groups, but it was not a major factor of 
determination. 
The control classes consisted of one fifth grade class and one 
sixth grade class taueht in self-contained classroClft situation. 
Within t.hese classes t.he teachers provided Sfllall gro11p and 
individualizea instruction. 
'l'he origi nal sectioning of both sixth grade classes and both 
fifth grade classes had built heteroi;eneous class groups, w1 th 
division of pupils base() or1 Metropolitan Acidevement Read:i.ng ·rest 
scores, classroom achiE:vement and principal and teacher judvrient. 
The fifth grade control group showed a grade equivalent range 
on the Met.ropolit.an Reading Test fran J.O to 10.01 with a median of 
4.J, while the fifth i:;rade experil'lental group showed a grade equivalent 
t'rom J.S to 8.7 with a rnt:dian of 5.1. (See Table 1) 
The sixth grade control group had a f,rade equivalent range 
on the Metropolitan Reading Test frcm J.o to 10.0 with a median 
of $.7, while the sixth grade experimental gr0t1p shoved a range 
frQl'll 5.J to 9.7 with a median of 6.o. {See Table 2) 
In comparing the vocabulary development of the groups, t.he 
Word Knowledge Test of the Metropolitan Achievement Battery was used. 
It indicated t.hat the fifth grade control p,roup had a (�ade equivalent 
range from J.7 to 10.0 with a nedian of 4.9 and tr£ fifth grade experi­
mental GI"OUp had a grade equivalent range from 3.0 to 9.2 with e median 
of 5.J. (See Table 1) 
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TABLE l 
1965 METROPOLITAW ACRIF.Vl!.1IDIT TEST 
ril'l'H GRADE, GRADE !'.QUIVALEm'S 
Metropolitan Achievement Metropolitan AcbieYement 
Reacting • 1965 Wcrd Knowledge - 1965 
5th 5th 5th 5th 
Ora de Grader• in Ora de Oraders in 
Control ixperiment.al Con tr el Experimental 
Class 2 01.aasea 3, 4 Class 2 Olaaaea 3, 4 
l. 10.0 a.1 10.0 9.2 
2. 9.7 7.1 8.7 1.1 
3. 6.6 1.1 8.7 6.2 
4. 6.3 6.8 6.2 6.o 
). 6.1 6.6 5.8 6.o 6. S.9 6.) S.6 .5.8 
1. $.9 5.9 5.S 5.8 
a. 5.3 5.9 s.s 5.5 
9. s.3 5.1 5.5 '·' 
10. 4.4 S.J s.1 s.s 
u. 4.4 s.3 4.9 S.3 
12. 4.2 ).l 4.9 5.3 
13. 4.o s.1 b.9 5.3 
14. ).8 s.1 4.7 5.J 
l�. ;.1 5.1 4.7 4.9 
16 .  J.7 4.9 4.7 4.S 
17. 3.s 4.4 4.7 4.5 
18. 3.5 4.4 4.S 4.J 
19. J.o 4.4 4 • .3 4.3 20. ).O 4.4 3.7 4.2 
21. 3.0 3.7 3.7 J.8 
22. •• 3.5 • •  3.0 
Median 4.J s.1 4.9 5.3 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
u .• 
12. 
lJ. 
lh. 
15. 
lb. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Median 
TABI.E 2 
1965 METROPOLTIAN ACHIEVEMEN'f TF:ST 
SIXTH GRADE, GRADE EQUIV.itLt:lITS 
Metropolitan Achievement Metrop0ll tan .11.chieventent 
Reading - 1965 Word Knowledge � 1?65 
6th 6th 6th 6th 
Grade Graders in Grade Graders in 
Centrol Experimental Centrol Experimental 
Class 1 Classes 3,, 4 Class 1 Classes 31 4 
10.0 9. 7 10.0 10.0 
8.7 8.4 io.o 8. 7 
7.1 7.7 7.4 7. 6 
1.1 7. 3 7.4 7.6 
6.8 7.3 ? . 4  7.4 
6,3 6. 8 7.1 7.1 
6.J 6.8 6.4 1.1 
6.1 6.3 6.4 6.9 
6. 1 6.J 6.4 6.4 
5. 7  6.1 6.2 6.L. 
5.7 S.9 6.2 6.2 
5. 7 5.7 6.2 6.2 
5.7 s.s 6.2 6.o 
5.1 5. 5 5.6 6.o 
4.4 5.5 ,.6 S.8 
4.2 5. 3  $.5 5. 6 
3.8 5.3 J.6 5.5 
3.7 5. 3 3.6 5.3 
J.7 5.3 3.0 4.2 
3.0 • •  3.0 • •  
s.1 6.o 6.2 6.3 
6 
The aixth grade control grcup 1hwed. a pade equivalent range 
ba. ).0 °'o 10.0 on the Word Knowledge Teat., with a median ot 6.2, 
vhile the sixth grade experimental group showed. a grade equivalent 
range tram 4.2 to 10.0 With a median of 6.3. (See Table 2) 
Thia cmtparison of test scores would indicate then that the 
original heterogeneous sectioning of the fifth and aixth grade claesea, 
8ha.ed a similar1ty ot range but not exact duplicatiorus of range in 
the sections·. It aleo indicates a •light variatien in medians, as we 
oan note in the fol.loving ecm.parisGD& 
Reading 4 • .3 
Word Knowledge 4.9 
Average at Indi.Tidnale' Scores 4.6 
Grade 6 
s.1 6.2 
6.o 
This would seem to indicat.e that the experimental groups had 
an advantage in reading achieve100nt over the cor1trel. groups initially, 
at least as indieate-i by reading achievement scores. 
Objeot.i.vea 
In formulating this reading exper:l.Jfteut, a prlmary aim was the 
improvement or the individual pupil's achievement in reading by in-
creasing the efficient uae of the teacher• a time when children were 
retTouped ff!r itil'Btructional purpose. 
One tea-cher, in working with the more capab1e pupils �f the 
fifth grade and the mere capable pupile of the sixth grade, was able 
te work with the groups separately or together, using those techniques 
7 
and material• which seered beat suited for better achienra and 
motivating them to reach toward their potential . This will be 
discussed mere fully in a later chapter. 
In ccntrast; the teacher vhe vaa working with the less capable 
fifth grade group and eixth iJ'&tle group waa able to vark with them 
both in an entire group aetting w in ••ller groups, focusing on weak 
skill area.a and motiYa�ing better habits .and comprehension in a lee1 
competitive atmoepbere. 
The specific ebjeetiTes of the stady iuvol•ed teacller learning 
ancl pupil learning. In thie plan, tke teacher had the opportunity• 
l. To checlc the attitttdes or children tward reading when the7 
wre placed 1n a program ot interolasa poeping aa cGmpare<:I 
vitn the attitudea or ehildrea in heterogeneous groupe. 
2. To stwiy" e.tfectiYe teehniquea ot teacbinc ued with these 
&r•P8· 
3. To identify administrative problems in grouping and suggest 
solutions. 
4. To study the extent of teacher workload and degree of 
effectiveness under the two programs. 
5. To determine which form of instruction will lend itaeU' 11ore 
directly to the effective use of s�pplementary reading 
materials and instructional aids. 
6. To increase the ability of less able childJ'.'en te understand 
and uae word attack ski1ls. 
7 • To identif"y and motivate underachienrs. 
8 
The pupils in the experiment would be pr ori.ded reading 
instruction a 
l. To increase Gral TeCabnlary. 
2. To incre3se written vocabulary. 
J. To develop greater skill in outlining, sumtarising, and 
sequential arrangements of ideae. 
4. To deftlop creati.ve listening habits. 
Teachers in•olvett with the experimental groups conferred 
frequently throughout the ,.ar concerning the reading problems, 
the instructional problell'llS and the achievement or the listed 
objectiYee. 
Chapter II describe• aoae of the various readi ng programs in 
wsage. It giTes special attention te the written literature pub­
lished about the two types of reading i:rogrmna itrrolTed in this 
particular experiment. 
CHAPI'F.R II 
A DF1lCRIPTI 00 OF THE VARIOUS READDJG ffiOORAMS IM USAffi.i.; AND A 
RI!."'VIEW CF THE Rf.IA Th:D LITER.ATTJRE CE 'l'Hf:, TWO READlliG 
PROORAMS UNOLVFD IN THIS EXPERIMmT 
It i s  an accepted ract in our society that all peeple ·contain 
certain individual. characteristics that are intimate mlJ' to thea­
selvee. Beth physi cally and l'llBntally there are no two human beings 
that are exactly alike 1n all reapecte. A number of individuals share 
many characteristics with their fellow man, but never identical 
e omposi ti ans. 
This idea ill alao true in the e.duca'ttienal gr.th and avelepi1Mt11t 
et a child during hi.a learning proceaa. The basic intelligence ot 
children Yaries a great deal enn in a claearoan or twenty-five 
children. Due tc the variations or intelligence and ahillty of 
children vi.thin a small group, the developmental progress of each 
child will also proceed at an uneven pace. Sane children, becauae of 
an ideal bielogical cmpoeition will proceed through their educatimal 
progr81ll -very saoothly and with little er ne trouble. Other ehilAren 
who are not as fortunate v!ll f'ace definite ebetacles in regard to 
their educatien throughO\lt their entire achoel progran. 
Because children deftlop and µrogre.ss at different rates of speed 
d.oring their •ntal growth period, there are detini te needs to pr091de 
programs in the classrocrn that will moat effectively satisfy the 
indiTidual need• of each child. 
9 
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Edu.catore, in arder to provide this individual aervice, have 
developed various programs that will assiat, them in the development 
of their abilities to tlle ma:tlrnum. 
There have been a nmnber oi' s�udi..es made regarding the preblem 
of. instituting a readin& progr$il'!'I in the classroom that will in a a•t 
proflcient manner attempt to suffice the social, psychological and 
intellectwµ need.6 or tho chilc1 throuJh their for1• ot reading in• 
struction. A prograro should be accepted that w1ll make accomodatiooa 
for the wide range of individual differences in reading. 
Prograiaa that have been establislled or tried by the experts in 
the field of reading includes 
Conventional ClassroOll  Groupigg 
Russell (1949). In an effort to reduce the range o.f differences 
fowid in the children o! a whole cl.ass many teachers divide the class 
for the purpose or reading into tvo or more groups. Probabl}y i;hree are 
the most usual number. The system of graupln& ehocld be closely related 
te the needs of the children involved.1 
Bood (1957). fixed reading groape within a claas is the moet 
common practice followed by teachers who want individ11alized 1n-
structicn 1n reading. Fixed grouping within a class may have ae?"i4"18 
limitations when the groups are so separated that the ol.aes can rarely 
find an opportunity to work as a whole. Another disadvantage o:t fixed 
grouping ia tbat the reading materials used in &any instance• are 
dealing vi th dirrerent c cm.tent. r1nally, this approach tends t 0 make 
lnartd H. Russell, Children Learn to Read (Boetons Ginn and 
Canpany, 1949), PP• 497 - 500. 
11 
the groupe inflexible, aaking it d1tf1cult fer the youngsters to move 
l frca group to group where solution to their needa lie. 
Class Grouping According to Ment.al Ability 
Bond (19$7). Thia mthod is commonly used especially in schools 
having several olasaes a t  an,y grade level. Children are plaoed in 
claases according to their intellectual capability. Par example, one 
class would be ccnposed of very able studenteJ a second, er averageJ 
and a third class or children vi th less than average ability. The 
basis to:r greuping is usually intelligence. There 1a no queation that 
such a procedure does liait to •ome extent the range o! reading capa-
bilit7 found within the claasroom. It ia suitable anl.T te larger 
achoel.8. It is probably raore suitable to advanced la?els ot educatin 
than to the elementary school. Thie pztogram does not recognize that 
children grow ia many vaya and they vary in trait ditterencea . 2 
Interclase GrouIJi:ng (Sectionin;) 
Aaron (1960). In 1nterclase grouping, basal reading instru.ction 
fer several roams of children 1e scheduled at the same t.ime. Children 
are sectioned fOI" reading instruction in accordance wi�h their reading 
levels. The low achievers go to one teacher, too middle achie-vers t.o 
another, and the high achievers still to another. Within these sections 
the teachera in turn aubdivide the children into tvo greups, each to be 
taue}lt m a different difficulty level. Thia plan eliminates the need 
tf1t' so man)" groape vi thin a class. It also allows the teacher to verk 
1auy L. Bond and. Milea A. T:lnker, Rea� Diffico.ltieaa TheU 
Diaf}oe 1' and Correction (Hew Yorks App'.tetOt\entury Crafts, Inc., 
f9S , PP• 58 - �9. 
2Ibid. 
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c:lirectl1 vith a group tor a longer period ot time. The- main disadYan-
tage of this approach is that the te&chers are not able to follow up 
during other classes.1 
Cluster Grou.p Plan 
Austin (1963). T&e cluster group pl.an is eiailiu- to interelaas 
gro11ping except in the way the grouping i• carried out. Children are 
divided into a given nwnber of ability groups, depending on the total 
enrollment of the grade, and then assigned to teachers. Far example, 
the third grade was divided into six groups with number one the highest 
and six the lowest in reading ability. Clasaroam assignments would be 
made so that one teacher would have groupa one and four, a aecond 
teacher groups tvo and five, and a third teacher groups three and six. 
Thus, no teacher would have all the high achievers nor all the low 
achievers. 'l'his program would result in similarity to the conventional 
classroan grouping prograra1 outside of a rev ainor deti.ati ona. 2 
The Redepl!iZJ!ent Grouping Plan 
Austin (196 3). The redepl9YJneat grouping plan 18 another 
variation of inte�lus grouping. Under this plan, children mq be 
regrouped at any tilM during the day. Thia plan is videl.y used fer 
bringing children o£ fairly si11ilar reading abilities into the eana 
rfflll fvr readin& instruction. In same cases children are groupetl 
1 Ira E. Aaren, "Patterns of Classroom <:rganization, "Educatim1 
Vol. 80 (May, 196<>), PP• 530 - 532. 
2Mary c. Austin and Morrison Coleman, The P'irst Rs The Harvard 
a;gort en Read1� in ll.mentar;y Schoel.a (lft t .. 1Ca Mari41Lln Canpa"T, 
l�), PP• 72 -3. 
l3 
across grade lines. Team teaching is a variation en the redeployment 
them.e.1 
The 'UllgJ;'aded Pri.marl 
Heil.man (1961). The 11ngraded primary uau.allJ •braces the tirat 
three years et normal instruction but doea not break the period down 
into grades one, tvo, and three. They a.re not prc:aeted. at the end or 
years one and twe. The children remain vitb the same teacher through 
their praary years in school. The ungraded prim.ary starts .from tr. 
premise that each ahild should progreee at hie <JWD rate and the in• 
structional program centers on each child's need at the mtiment. There 
is proof of !ev f ailurea under this plan after three years than under 
2 
the conventional Ol'le year pramotional plan. 
Non Graded Ele�ntarz 
Goodl.ad (1,59). The non graded elementary echool provides an 
appropriate structure for c ontinuous pupil progress along the organi-
sing threads of the curriculum. Since the differences among children 
are great and since these differences cannot be modified, school 
structure must tacili.tate the continuGUS educaticnal progreBe or each 
pupil. The non graded school is designed to encourage children of 
Tarying abilitiea to proceed at rates appropriate to these abi1itiea. 
Thie type or program vould probabl;r require a specially trained staff 
to handle the Tari.au different educatlcnal pree durea • .3 
1rb1d. 
2.Arthur w. Heilmau, Princ�ea a'lld Practices of Teaching Reading 
(Columbwu Charles E. MerrIU · s, Ine., 196!), P• 315 
)John I. Goedlad and Robert H. Anderson, The Han Graded 
;tement.ary School (Nev Yorkt Harcourt, Brace and Co. 1 1959', 
PP• �2, 90. 
Individu.aliz�d Reading Program 
Witty (1964). 'l'he individualized reading program strives to meet 
the needs of the slow reader or. a per�onal individualized ba•is. A 
sin&le text ?='Ogram ie not adv·ocated. Inatead, reliance may be placed 
for skill buildine on a varietj" or textbooks an<l other reading 
materials. Ctdldr·en•s literature sh(>uld be available in abundance 
. 1 when an indivldualized approach 3.a emphasized. 
Strang (1961). other essential features include prog,reesion at 
each pupil's own pace and indi vi.dual conferences with the teacher. 
Disadvantages include the lack �f orientation, failure of reading 
readiness fcrr each experience and that teachers are unable to give 
the individ11al attention required.2 
Pr ograrr�d Instruction 
Austin (196.3). This forrn o.f instruction through sutomated 
devices and printed materials provides children with an additional 
opportunity to learn a selected number of reading skil.111 wl th only 
a minimal reliance on the teaeher. Learning occurs as the individual 
either with or vi th out a teaching machine, responds to each of the 
sequented stepa of the probTam. Learners can progress through the 
sets at their own rate. 
Unfav<rable comments included the belief's that a machine cannot do 
more than a good teacher and programed inBtruction techniques would be 
of little value for the teacher of children in the primary- t,'Tac\es.J 
Paul .l. Witty, "Individualized Readingt A Postscript," 
Elementary F.ngllsh, Vol. 41 (March, 1964) 1 pp. 211 - 217. 
2Ruth Strang, "Controversial PrO{,Tama and Procedures in Reading, tt 
The Sch� fl.e!.1�1 Vol. 69 (Winter, 1961), PP• 421 - 428. 
)Austin and Coleman, PP• B7 - 88. 
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The two programs in this study have certain de finite confiicting 
approaches in regard to the teaching of reading• so that the social, 
psychological, and intellectual needs of the reader will be moat justly 
eared fr«'. 
The main difference in the two approaches is throur;:h the manner 
of group-lng the individual children according to their abilities and 
needs in a rcaciinc; program. 
'rhe plan of groupint children far reading -within the :cegular 
clasar�on follows the heterogeneous idea or classifying the students. 
In a heterogeneous croup, indiv�dual� of all abilities are placed 
tot;c:ther in a common classroom. During the reading period the class 
may be divided into sub groups according to their abilities and 
individual needs, but the class remains as a whole unit. 
The intercla6& or cross cl.ass program is a modified form of 
abilit1r grouping. The program of ability grouping uses the hano­
geneous approach of placing children with similar abilities in 
separate cla21ses within a particular grade for all phases of the 
curriculum progral't!� while interclass or cross cla8s grouping claesi­
fies children according to ability in one or mere cUITicular areas 
only, s uch as reading or arithmetic. The children participate in a 
heterogeneou5 grou.p er class for all inetruction e-.1.:cept tho5e where 
more individualized help is needed to eolidify their background in 
a partic.:lar subject. Interclass grouping is used frequently in the 
reading program where the levels of development and ability may vary 
a great deal within a heterogeneous c:laaerom. Thsre have been 
numerous studies and experiments concentrating on such approach�s of. 
1.6 
the reading instruction in our e lementary schools. Through the 
studi�s , favorable and unfavorable comments haTe been 11ritten in 
regard to the two approaches of teaching reading and it• effect on 
the aoeial, psychological and intellectual neeci8 of those children 
with reading disabilities. 
"Tea.eh1ng ia keyed to children of average oapat>ilities, while 
the more advanced pupils are neglected." 
'fhie critic ism is often heard today tho11gh a close examination 
of the teaching of readin g in most elementary schools would not support 
that charge. 
Actually 1 it is a largo segment of our slow group of pupils who 
are being neglected. These chi ldre n are often cal led "late bl oomers", 
and they are upected to matntain the pace in reading achievement 
that is characteristic of those children who develop in most all skill• 
very rapidly.1 
The children with reading disabilities must be given the con-
siderstion they justly deserve. The problem is: What kind of a reading 
program can justifiably provide the proper instruction in reading for 
each individual child? This is dif fi. cu lt and al.most impOf.>sible to 
answer, because the differences of 1ndividu al5 vary so much. 
In an effort to reduce the range o! differences found in 
children or a whole class many teachers divi de the cl ass for the pur-
pooe of reading into two or more groups. Probably three is the most 
usual number. Most teachers believe that with three groupg they can 
plan wo.rk which vi.ll more nearly fit the prese nt achievement, the 
1ti1dred R. Epler md <Men B. Handley, "Th9 Third Group," 
T he Elementary -��-�ool J�na�, Vol. 59 (May, 1959), PP• 451 - 455. 
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interests, and the potential reading growth of indiv:l.dual pupils. 
Usual:.J reading achievement is the baa.is used for grouping hut this 
is no'l. ·!.,he only crit.eria for selection that should be considered. 
The int9rests and needs of the child should be given equal 
consideration. 
nexi.bility is L!. portant in this type Df grouping. Flexibility 
of 1mthods1 ma-t�erlals and pupil placei.,,ent must be observed at all 
ti1nes. Whenever a pupil's reading behavior indicates clearly that he 
wo:tld :nake better progress in another group, he should be transferred 
to it.1 
Alvina Borrows has reco..�ended a progralft that ca:nbines individual 
reading with small group work during a daily period of forty t o  fifty 
minutes duration. The children make their own book selections, or 
boolca are a:sslgned by tile teacher. .i\.t the beginning of the period, 
a .few minutes are a pent checking vi th the class to find out Yhat eaoh 
ehild expecta to read, and to determine who needs immed'i.ate help from 
the teacher. A f'ew ehildren sit near the teacher !or help and indi-
vi du.al conference�, while most of the class reads independently. Weak 
readers laaY prepare t o  read a selection orally to the class. At the 
end of the week children sel.ect books to take h0t1e for weekend reading. 
On Friday the children also bring their reading record up to date. 
During at leaat one reading period eaoh nek the teacher takes time 
to talk about books and good reading. 2 
laussell, PP• 497 - .500. 
2aertrude Hildreth, Teaching Readi� (New Yorks Henry Holt and 
Caitpany, 19S6 ), pp. 416 - 'i7. 
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Panl McKee believes the first tvo weeka or more of the school 
term, the teacher should do a considerable amount of testing and ob­
servi.ng in order to gather data on the reading atatus of �ch pupil 
in her class . Be•ide:s the standardized silent and oral reading test,s, 
teachers ahoa.ld observe children in silent reading, listen carefUlly 
to their oral reading, Jl&ke informal horaeri.ade teeta, talk informally 
with each child and examine the records of each child. Thie pattern 
will most e!'fect,ively help the teacher place the ohild in the proper 
reading group. 
Another good plan to follow when groupinii within the classroca 
ia to divide the class into three reading groupaJ high, average, and 
low. Aft.er thie has been acccnplished, book• of varying difficulty-
will be given to each group. The entire class rna�r read t�ether 
suitable aeleot1ons that pertain to a certain top:i.a, theme or central 
interest, even though each ot the boo\cs ued by each group is different 
fraa th•t uaed by either of t.he other groupa. 
The reading is then follcwec.l 01 an entire cla1s discussion on 
what has been read, and eaoh group makea further use of idoas gained.1 
It ie believed 07 many that keeping aa a\!ch of the inatructional 
program ae poesible within the claaisroOll unit is in harmony with what 
i• known today about how children learn and develop beat. The whole 
direction of elementary education in recent years has been toward the 
coordination and integration of learning rather than toward the setting 
up of subject 11atter into specific ccmpartrnent1. There appears to be 
1Paul Mclee, �e Teacbi� of Readin� in th$ �mentary School 
(New Yorks Houghton Jiliff'lln mpany, 1�4,, PP• j�� - j� 
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considerable ertdence also that children learn to read best •• they 
•tu.dT related aaterials.l 
Fixed reading grou.pa within a clue 1.e the aoet camnon practice 
followed by teachers who vant in di Tidualised. instruction w1 thin a 
elase. There are definite di .. dvantagea in thi• fOl'Wl of gJ'OUping. 
The group IU1' becane s o  Mparated that the class can rarely find an 
opportunit.7 to vor\c as a whole. Also ohi14"tn in the lower group 
cannot help but develop feelings of intertcrity . Another disadvantage 
1e that the reading mater1ala ueed in J.a8BY' instancee, are dealing vith 
dif .terent content from group to group. P1..xed grmping also tends to 
uke the reading program in.flexible, cauaing individual• to remain in 
one place, where to really aatis.ty their aieede, woald be to move to 
another ftl"OUP• 
The nexible grouping plan ill veey likely the best approach to 
adjusting to individual diff�rences in reading. When uouping is made 
flex.1ble• many of the difficultie3 are avoided and grouping becomes 
one or tne single means of 1nd1V1dualis1ng inatruction 1n reading.2 
The uee or intercl•s er croee class grouping in reading has 
been met vi.th lli.x.ed emotiona. In moet. oaeee this type of program ie 
still in the trial star.es. Becaose or its cloee relationship to • 
straight forM of ability groop1ng1 many un.tavorable omrnents have 
been raised in accordance to its validity. 
S ame  teachers believe that interclass groupings give better 
chances of enrichment far superior PD�ils and make possible reading 
1iie1en M. Heyl, "Grouping Within the Q.lassro•i " Nai911Ji. Elementary Principal, Vol . 3S (September, 195�)1 pp. UJ - • 
2 Bond and Tinker, pp. 58 - 59 
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materials better adapted to ditferent levels, but they have the equally 
important 41.sadvantage of making reading too ieolated frcm the rest or 
the school progru, of placing with teachers pupils they do not know 
well, and wasting time in traneferring pupils. Thie system of gronping 
hu net pFOYed a superior 111etho4 ot providing for 1nd:l.Tidual differ• 
encee in reading achinement. 
It is aleo felt that the elw reader who waa placed in a class 
with others possessing the same ability voul.d. paseibly lack the moti• 
nt1on and enthusiastic drive that children with greater reading 
ability could pro-Yi.de f<ll" them in a n•mal classroDlft. The paoe 
.tollared by a elc:rw reader in such a gl'oap with other• ot the same 
ability, uy be so slow that it could become a aonota.nous struggle 
after a period or timo. The teacher may uneonsciously- become 1lD* 
patient nth the pace being followed M'ld pceeible poor teaching pro­
cedure• and techniques could ariae in such a groa:p.l 
The experiment.al iflterclas-s grouping program d&ee not tend to 
help those incti:riduals with acute reading problems as much as it helps 
the nerage .-id above average readers. 
This approach has several adnntagea a 
l. It established •ere d1f.ficul.t levels for inatruction 
inaauch aa two or three teachers have two grcpe each 
ratJwr than three or four gr cups taught by a sing1e 
teacher. 
2. It makes the teacher responsible for fever preparations 
since •he has two groupe inetead or three or roar. 
1Alrt.n Brodia, "Grouping Classes for Reading," llational Elementary 
Principal, Vol. 35 (September, 1955), pp. 67 - 69. 
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3. It allows the teacher to work directly with a group ftr a 
looger period of tiiae. The •iD diaadYantage is that it 
4loea not allow far follow up during other classes. 
Unaer tt.e interola•s vouping plan the poor reader would gain 
strength trm a teacher who wa unhurried, patient, and aware or his 
nefJ<ia. The slow reader would respond to a progralll that would 
encourage greater effort and step-by' .. tep auccea•.l 
The 1nterelaas grouping program provides reading uteriala better 
adapted to the ditferent leYel.8. The same drill and other exercises 
can be given to the entire class. Teacher• can Met indiTI.dul need.a 
and abilltiea more effecti•el.1'• The poor readers are not discouraged 
or embarras•ed• and more efficient teaching conditions may reanlt 
:frca thia prop-•• 
Interclass grouping alao preaenta problema that vill not 
aatiatactorily pravide for the indiTidual needs and abilities or the 
slow reader. Certain part• or the prograa may actually dieto.rb the 
social, P970hological and intellectual needa ot the alcnr reader. It 
•Y make reading too isolated tra1 the other learning act.iT1.tie1. The 
teacher does not know the pupil.a and their interesta. Thi• can be a 
serious problem it not handled in a correctiTit manner. The slow groups 
may lack the stilllulua prO'rided by the brighter children's act1Ti.ties. 
The aeriou dieadYantages ot the program an be cwerconae at 
least in }Ml1"t by definit• procedures aiJled at their abolition. The 
lwuliam r. Moorehouse, 11Interclass Grouping f c:r Reading 
Instruction,• The 11 .. ntary School Journal, Vol. 65 (February, 
1964),  PP• 28S ... �86. 
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program 11U9t be regarded as an adm.1.n:i..stratiTe procedure vhose success 
or failure depends upon the way it is used.l 
The same problsms are evident under the progl"am of grouping 
w1 thin t'le elaaeroOl'l'l• Ir the grouping procedures becor.te so fixed in 
nature, little benefit Vill result toward the strengthening of the 
reading abilities or the children under consideration. 
Flerlbili ty within both programa is a nece••ary element re• 
quired before either can provide the setting or the accaapliahment 
ot strengthening the reading abilities of the slow reader. 
It should be kept in lllind that the ruin reuon far an attempt to 
find a suitable program for the teaching at reading ia not tar the 
purpoee of making it. easier fm- the teacher, which is too orten the 
objective, but to create an educational. olimat. that will beat atiJIU.-
late the greatest amount or growth on the part or tbe child ' s  relation-
ship to hi.a reading deTelop!'llental proceasea. 
It has been the purpose ot this chapter to diaoWls some of the 
written research Materials J)Elrtaining to the theories and ph.1.losaph1es 
ot Tarious authorities in the field or reading instruction regarding 
the selection of a reading program that would most efficiently satisfy 
the student ' s  indiTidual needs and abilities in reading. 
After the canpleti on of analysing certain prof eseional 
approoaches an the selecti on ot a readi.ng program, it was decided to 
institnte a eomp&r'atiTe experimental reading progrUt in a typical 
elemntU"J" claaerom aitaation. 
1 Aaron, Education, Vol. 80, PP• 530 - 532. 
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The purpose of this particu.lar experiment was to compare the 
effective use of an interclass grouping approach for reading instruc­
tion with that of a c onventional form of �ouping for read:i.ng within 
the self-c ontained claasroan.. 
There were four classes involved in the experiment, two 
experimental and two control classe•. The experimental classes were 
grouped homogeneously according to individual reading abilities. 
Che class was far those with a higher reading achievement level and 
the other class far those on a middle or lower aehieYement level. 
The control groups follOlt'ed the heterogeneous form ot grouping 
atudents far reading withi.."'l the self-contained classroom. The control 
groups followed through with the school' s  previously instituted pattern 
of readin& instruction. This v:as through the use of sub-grouping of 
the students within a selt-contained classrOGn. The experimental 
group adopted the approach of the students having a dif'ferent teacher 
.for reading. The experimental ola.sses utilized more of a single unit 
plan for reading instruction, rather than regrouping into two or more 
reading groups vi.thin the class, CClll'!lOll to the plan u.aed by the c oo.trol 
groups. 
The purpose ot this experiment. was to determine if an interclass 
grouping plan ot reading inatraction would mQSt efficiently' satisfy the 
student's indiTidual needs and abilities in reading. 
Chapter• III, IV, and V give a detailed cleeoription of the plan, 
objectives, procedures followed, instructional technique• used, testing 
mediaa , findinga, achievement, and the !inal evaluation of the 
experiment. 
CHAPTER III 
PROOEDUl ES, INSTRUCTI<ll AND TESTING 
IN F.XPEllDmNTAL OROOPS 
Procedures 
As indicated in Chapter 11 pupils were divined into experi­
mental ar!d control groups. Four teachers participated in the 
year-long project. They met previously to the opening or the school 
year and discussed the outline or the experiment . This included the 
material& to be used, teaching technit;tues and the potential objectives 
to strive for. 
It vas the purpose of the experimental groups to initiate a 
greater variety of instructional aids and pre>grams along with the 
basal reading series . The purpose of this plan was to stimulate a 
greater interest and motivational patt.ern !or those involved in the 
experiment. 
The control gr oups relied more on the basal reading series 
and a mare traditional reading program. or course the individual 
teachers of the c ontrol groups implemented their ovn personal creative 
readine techniques to promote a greater reading gain within their own 
individual classes. 
In order to keep the ex;peri!iient as valid as possible the 
teachers of the experimental groups tended to discuss their 
techniques and classes with one another, while the teachers of 
the control groups also worked together wLt.h their groups l-.rith the 
aim to ir.aintain a c ontinuity of their programs. The purpose was to 
provid� as sL�ilar a pat tern or instruction within the experirnental 
groups and control groups as possible. 
Clase 3,  experim�:mtal group, had twelve fifth graders with 
levels on the 1965 11.etropolitan Achtevn.rrient Battery., Reading Test 
ranging from J.5 to 5.9 and levels on the Metropolitan Achievement 
Battery Word Knowledge Test ranginE frcm 3.0 to $.S. (See Table 3)  
l. 
2. 
). 
4.  
.5.  
6 .  
1 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10. 
u. 
12 .  
TABLE 3 
P'IFTH GRADE EXPJ!.'R.Iz.fiilJTAL GROOP 
1965 METRO>'OLlTAN ACHIEVD!FET TEST 3CORI!-:S 
CLASS 3 
Metropolitan Achievement Metropolitan Achievement 
Pupil Reading - 1965 Pupil Word Knowlede;e • 1965 
s 5.9 J 5.5 
I 5.3 s 5.5 
�i c' 3 ;.>• L 5.3 L 5.1 K S.3 
0 5.1 0 4.9 
T �.l T 4.5 
K 4.4 N 4.5 
Q 4.4 I 4.3 
:a 4.4 ){ 4. J 
p 3.7 Q 4.2 
M 3 .5 R J.8 
J 3.5 p 3.0 
There were also in Class .3, experimental, eight sixth gradeJ's 
with leYels on the Metropolitan Achievemeut Battery, Reading Test 
ranging from 5.J to 7. 7 and levels on the Metropolitan AchieveP1ent 
Battery, Word Knowledge Test ranging tran 4.2 to 6.9. (See Table 4 )  
TABLE 4 
SIXTH mADE EXPEROOJJTAL GROOP 
1965 METROPOLITAN ACHIEVl}!eNT TEST SCCRES 
cuss 3 
Metropolitan A.c hie"f'eme nt Metropolitan Achievement 
l. 
2. 
3. 
h.. 
s. 
6. 
7 .  
a .  
Pupil Reading - 1965 Pupil 
G 1.1 g 
, 6.) , 
E 6.1 H 
A s.s c 
B '·' G 
B S.J D 
D ).J A 
c S.3 B 
The cmplet,e range then in Class 3 was t  
Reading 3.5 to 7.7 
Word Knowledge 3.0 to 6.9 
Ward Knowledge • 1965 
6.9 
6.t. 
6.2 
s.s 
5 .6  
s.s 
S.$ 
4.2 
Class 4, experiaental grwp had ten fifth graders with 
levels an the 1965 Metropolitan Achievement Battery• Reading Test 
ranging from 4.9 to 8.7 and levels on the Metropolitan Achievement 
Battery, Word Knowledge Test ranging frmn 5.3 to 9.2 . 
{See Table 5 )  
Pupil 
1. B 
2. Q 
3. N 
4. ? 
s. T 
6 .  u 
7 .  R 
8 .  M 
9. L 
10. 0 
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TABIE S 
FIFTH GRADE EI.flfilIMl�NTAL GROUP 
1965 MITROPOLrl'.AN .ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCCRES 
cuss 4 
Metropolitan Achievement Metropolitan Achievement 
Reading • 1965 Pupil Word Knowledge - l96S 
8.7 · Q 9.2 
1.1 s 7.l 
1.1 II 6 .2 
6.8 L 6.o 
6.6 u 6.o 
6.5 p s.s 
S.9 T s,s 
S.7 R S.5 
s.1 0 .S,3 
4.9 11 5 .3 
There was also in Class 4, experimental group, eleven sll.-th 
graders with level.a m the 1965 Metr opolitan Achievement Battery, 
Reading Test ran�g from S.3 to 9.7 aud levels on the Hetropolitan 
.Achievement Blattery, Word Knalfledge 'test ranging fr cn  6.o to lo.o. 
(SE:e Table 6)  
l. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
1 .  
a. 
9. 
10. 
n .  
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TAB.Lf 6 
SIXTH CiUDE EXPERDIBi�TAL GROOP 
1965 METROPOLITAN ACHifVH .. di'f TEST scams 
CLA:-)S 4 
Pupil 
Metropolitan Achievement 
Reading • 1965 Pupil 
Metropolitan Achievement 
Word J(nowledge - 1965 
I 9.7 I 10.0 
H 8.4 H 8 .7 
c 7.3 J 7.6 
, 7.3 A 7 ,6 
J 6 .8 G 7.4 
G 6.8 F 7.1 
A 6.3 D 7.1 
E 5.9 c 6.4 
D 5 .7 l 6.2 
B 5.5 B 6.o 
K 5. 3 E 6.o 
The canplete ranee then in Class 4 wast 
Reading 4.9 to 9.7 
Word Knowledge 5.J to 10.0 
Since the diTision of the groups was based on principal and 
teachPT judgment, as well as Metropolitan Test scores and classroom 
perf ornances , mental ability as shown by an intelligence quotient, on 
the Otis Quick Scoring Test was considered as one indication of possi-
ble reading ability. In the expcr1mental groups, Class .3 shCIW'erl an 
I .  Q. range from 74 to 120 and Class 4 had an I .  Q. range at 96 to lJl. 
In both experimental groups there were children of low 
s octo-economic status aa well as those cate gori�ed as middle class. 
Bath groups also had children of homes broken by divorce, separation, 
or death. 
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Instructi anal Techniques 
Both experimental groups utilized a wide assortment of spec ial 
reading materials, activities avd exercises t o  correlate with the 
basal reading series. 'l'he purpose of this approach was t o  provide 
the classes with special reading enrichment extended beyond the 
reqnirec\ reading program provided in the basal reading series. 
'rhe reading program in both experimental groups was centered 
around the Scot.t, li'oresman and Ginn basal reading series. 'rhe 
fifth graders in Class 3 used the fifth grade Ginn readine. series and 
the sixth graders used the six.th grade Ginn reading series. 
The fifth graders in Class 4 used Vistas of the 5cott, F'ore:sman 
readini; serl.ee and the sixth grad€rs used Cavalcades of the Scot t ,  
Foresman reading series . 'rhe purpose of' usine these two reading 
series was to provide tr1e students 'Wi. th the type of instruction 
that would best fit the.Lr individual reading needs. The Scott, 
Fores1•ian series provided reading developrnental skills more suitable 
for the reading capacities of the higher achievers, while the Ginn 
series provided f:lpecial activities that were mo?'e suitable for t.he 
middle and lower achievers. 'I'here was not that much basic difference 
in the reading levels of the two series, but it was decided that the 
Scott, Foresman series was more suitable I'or the plan of t;eaching to 
be used for the higher reading achievers in Class 4, and Ginn would 
provide a more c cmprehensivE: pz·ogram needed for those in Class 3 of 
the experimental group. 
JO 
There vae also apecial emphasis placed upon the teacher '• own 
creative reading activities along with the use of special published 
reading materials. 
An i.Jllportant fact that teachers considered vhen teaching 
reading, regardless or the ability level, vas to try to make reading 
as interesting and challenging to the student as poasible . Teachers 
felt that many students had reading problems because they were so 
bogged down with the repetitious drills in basic reading skills. 
They needed work in these areas, and special techniques to help 
improve vocabulary, comprehension, and word attack skills were 
implemented into reading instruction. These special activities pro­
moted a greater motivational seal on the part of the students than 
would have bec-n found under the more traditional progr8Jll of reading 
inatruction. Thia followed the idea that people try harder and do 
better when they enjoy their work and gain satisfaction and 
accomplishment. 
It was an important aim of the teachers of the experimental 
groups to provide the students with aa many of these experiences as 
possible. 
The special published reading s upplementary materials used in 
the experimental groups included the v. E. c .  News Filmstrips and 
local newspapers. The students brought the Mattoon J ournal Gazette 
to class once a week. A panel of three was selected weekly to provide 
a news broadcast program on special c urrent events. Arter the panel 
vas completed, the entire group was dividbd into smaller eroups and 
special reports were given on the different sections of the newspaper 
Jl 
they had in class. Weekly, the teacher vould give a ahort quiz on the 
highlights in the neve during that weelc:. Also during t.hia period the 
cl.ass would view the v. E. c. 'News Filmstrips which provided excellent 
OXpEirienees in word Yocabulary along vi th a Tisual and verbal die• 
ouss1on of illlp crtant news making events during the week. 
The classfls also u.eed the Newe-Tiaes and Young C1t1sen , 
scholastic newspapers. The News-Time• was used in Glass 4 and 
Young Citizen in Olaes J. They wre used mainly as supplementary 
aids which vere tied in with their special work with other nevepaper 
artie lee. They did provide the classes wi. th good TOCabulary building 
exercises and additonal oonsciousneee of world affairs. 
The use of the library vae aleo an important reading resource 
tar the students in thet experimental groups. Due to wide latitude of 
reading aetiTities pr�sented in relation to the amount or time pres­
cribed for readinr,, the library was used mainly aa a source or 
interest leT€l type of reading. The etudents were given an allotted 
amount or time each week to select a book, generally within their 
particular area or interest. Certain periods of time were set aside 
in reading el.ass for free recreational reading, but most of the 
reading in this area was done outside of cla�ns or after they had 
completed their required assignni:ent . 
The students in the experimental groupe made special bulletin 
boards for the purpose of creating a hicher motivational interest in 
general pleasure reading. The theme or the boards V88, "Let. s Read 
and Reach tar Onter Space. "  The boards were decorated liith the 
various eymbols relating to space and space travel. Each time a 
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student ccnpleted a book he made a amall oapaule and pinned it on 
the board. The purpose was to read as many books aa possible in order 
to project their capsules to the top of the hoard which represonted 
outer space. The boards, which were approximately ten feet in height, 
prOYided the students with a challenge to read enough books to have 
enough representatiTe capeules to reach the top. This part of the 
reading program vas mainly for the purpose to help stimulate an 
interest in recreational reading. 
The Children ' s  Readers Digest was another series used. They 
would read the selections silently and then answ�r written questions 
that provided them with CCJl\prehension, vocabulary, and word attack 
ekilla. After the completion of these exercises the class would 
have a detailed discussion of the articles and check their written 
work. The articles in the Readers Digest were of a special nature 
and extensive and interesting cl.ass diacuas1ons would result. The7 
provided the class with special thought-motivating challenges. Often 
' 
the class would tend to digress somewhat from the main subject, but it 
gave them opportuni t.les to express themselves orally and think ob-
jectively on certain subjects. 
The Webster ' s  Dictionary Discoveries aeries was also used. It 
i• an individualized programmed aeries which gave the students excel-
lent dictionary uaage skills and provided them with the opportunity to 
wor\c on their own and at their ovn pace. 
The s. R .  A. Reading Laborator1 was another source of material 
that was uaed extensively thronghout the year. The s. R. A. Reading 
Laboratcry waa the sole resource for the reading class for three weeks . 
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At the end or the three weeks the classes had become accustomed to 
the pattern or study that 1 t provided and i.t was then used on a 
once a week basis. 
The s .  R .  A .  Reading Laboratorr, as the Webster ' s  Dictionai:z 
Discoveries series, gave the students an opportunity for more indi­
Yidualised work at their own rate of speed. It also gave the teachers 
an opportunity to work with students on their individual needs in 
reading. This help was closely correlated with their work in the 
s .  R .  A. Reading Laboratou• The s .  R., A. Reading Laboratcry exereiaee 
provided the students with excellent drills on c omprehenaion, vocabulary, 
and word attack skills. One very noticeable skill that vas developed 
through the s .  R .  A .  Reading Laboratorz was ·the uee or the dictionary 
on the part of the students. When they came across a word they did not 
know, they went t o  their dictionaries to find the meaning, instead ot 
gtiessing. Thie was probably true because they wanted to score well on 
the individual exercises. The short articles found throughout the 
laboratory were extremely interesting and highl.y motivational to the 
students. 
The basal reading books were used on an average of two to three 
times a veek. First, the story waa introduced and oew and difficult 
words were discussed. The students then read the story silently and 
were to write down any of the words in the story that gave them 
difficulty. 'l'he second period was used to discusa orally the vocabu­
lary and give special attention to the main thoughts or ideas in the 
story. After discussing the story orally, often the class was given 
a chance to l«'ite a detailed discussion on particular questions about 
the st ory. There were usually only one or two questions to write 
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about . They were very broad questions in nature. The main purpose 
of this exercise was t o  give the students experiences in organizing 
and developicg written essay types of questions . 
Ch aeveral occasions, depending on the story, the class was 
organized to discuss a particular part or the general theme presented 
in the story. Usually they were stor10s that present(>d the students 
with controversial points of view regarding an answer . The student• 
were to plan and organize their answers s o  that they would be able to 
defend their opinion about the question being discussed. This type of 
an exercise gave them experiences in presenting their ideas orally and 
all owed them to be able to discuss their ideas about a particular sub­
ject in a manner that someone else could understand their reasoning. 
It was the purpose of the teachers to correlate reading wl th as 
many of the other subjects in the curriculum as possible. This was 
especially tr·.ie rcgardi. ng the other areas of the language arts. 
The teachers involved in this spflcial project utilized as many 
personal special innovational reading a ctivities in their reading 
classes as possible. These activities ware integrated closely with 
the prescribed basal reading program and the other published reading 
materials used within the individual groups. The main purpose of these 
special activities was to add additional int€'rest and t o  help stimulate 
a more motivati onal attitude toward reading on the part of the students 
in the experimental groups . These exercises were also used within the 
control group, but to a lesser degree of c oncc::ntration. These activi­
ties were closely related to the strengthening of the students' com­
prehension, word knowledge , ani word attack skills . Most of these 
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exercises were presented in a more intormal and relaxed atlftosphere of 
instruction, such as gamea, group projects and individualized 
acti vi t,ies. 
It was evident after a year' •  usage of suoh supplemental work 
that the students enjoyed and looked forward to these periods of 
inatrnct.ion. 
Clase 4 of the experimental. group undertook a SF>i?.Cial pro,1ect. 
It vas the writine and presentation ot a play titled, Josie' s  Home Run. 
The play- was written fr an the story, ".'Josie' e Home Run, "  a selection in 
the 1948 edition ot Days and Deed� published by Seott 7oreeman. 
SL'<( mernbere of the class. were selected to write, produce and 
direct the play. The entire class participated in the final production 
given to a school-wide aesemb]Jr and a special P. T .  A. group. A. great 
deal of the preparation tar the ?lay was handled outside of the regular 
reading class ,  so it did not intertere vith the prescribed plan o£ 
readin.r, instruction. 
Jooie: 
Joe : 
The ·written script of the pl11y in its ent.irety is as follows i 
Josie ' s  Hme nun 
Scene I 
Joe and J osie comin� home after playing. 
Mother , Joe ·won' 'L let me t)lay tri. lh th& ball team when 
they are practicint;. 
Aw Mom, I like to play with Josie and the gang likes her, 
too. But, when there is a whole bunch of boys and only 
one girl, it 111aKes a fellow fcl:l kind of funn;y- if the 
girl io t1is sistf:.:r. 
Mothers 
Mother & 
Joe: 
Josiei 
Joes 
>Iotri.er ' 
Joe• 
Mother : 
Joe: 
Josic: 
Joe: 
Joe is right, J oaie 1 you must come home if the whole 
team is playing, but when there is only two or three 
boys playing you can play if thay want you to. 
Scene II 
Dinnertime 
Come to supper, Joe, i t ' s  time t o  eat. 
I don' t want any dinner, I t m  not hungry. 
Why? What ' s  the matter? 
I ' m  jusi. cold a&.i tired. Can ' t  a fellow rest a minute 
wlt�1ollt everyone thinking s omet'!1ing ' s  the matter? 
(Joe goes to bed very early) 
Scene III 
The next m"Orning 
Joe, it is time to get u.p. 
o. K. Mom, I ' ll be there 1n a minute. 
(J 00 lies in bed instead ot getting dressed. MGther 
walks in. )  
Joe, I think you had better stay in bed if' ;rou d on ' t  
feel well. 
Oh, Mom, the team needs roe .  What shall I do? 
I ' m  sorr;r Joe, what can I do for you? Shall I go and 
watch the game or shall I stay with you? 
Go aud cheer for the bays just as loud as you can. Tou 
know they always say that your cheor:i.ng helps as r.mch as 
my pla;ting. Remember all the plays so you can tell me 
about them. 
Mo.t.bera 
Josie: 
R.oya 
Joaie a 
Josie a 
Tonya 
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Yea, Joeie, TOU had better 10. But you muet hurry to 
the barber 1 1  before the game. lemeaber you can 1 t go to 
Jwty Ann'• party this afternoon unless you haTe your 
hair trinned. Tony lmon the way I like 1t. 
All right Mother, and I ' ll go atraight to the game 
tran the shop. Oh& I wish you couli play, Joe, 
but I ' ll remembfl" everything and tell you about the game. 
Go by and tell the tellowa I won't be able to play, will 
7ou? 
Scene IV 
Joaie meets Roy on the street. 
Say, Josie, have you heard abo\lt our bad. l\lok? Bill 
hurt his knee last nigb.t and von • t  be able to pla1. 
He and. Joe are our best players . We need them both to 
1f1n the game. It'e a good thine that ve still have Joe. 
But, even with hi.ti we may not win, nov that Bill ia 
avt. 
I ' m  sorr;y to hear aboo.t Bill. You needn' t  atop by for 
Joe. He can't  ccae now. I'll see you, Roy. I ' ll be at 
the field at 10100 sharp t o  cheer for you guys. 
Scene V 
J•i• at the barber shop. 
Tmy, pl•ae cut rq hair like Joe'•• F� once I 'a 
going to have it the vay I like it. 
I like it 1hort alao1 Miss Josie, but your aother 
always seems to want your curls to ahov. 
Josie t 
Joei•• 
Umpire a 
Josie• 
Umpire • 
Spectators & 
Teams 
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If Mother knew I was doing this for Joe and the team. 
ahe wouldn't care. Ch, I ' ll - look eo much like Joe, no 
on.• vill know u. 
Scene VI 
At heme getting ready for the game . 
I ' ll have to 111ake it go. It I don't, and the boy11 !ind 
out who it is, they' 11 tease me f orcver. 
Scene VII 
Josie arrives at the game dreeaed as Joe 
The team cheers J oe ' s  arrival. 
Batter upL 
'nley think that Joe hasn' t  been playing hi• best. The 
game is tied and this is the last inning. We must not 
lose this game. 
Strike one. Ball one. Ball two. Strike two. 
Ball three. 
SMAO!l 
Run, Joe, beat the ball.I 
Hurrah f<r Joe, hurrah for Joe. He made things gol 
He ude things gol 
Team Captain s (bl Mr .  Darvin, you ought to have seen Joe. He won 
the game tor us. He just hit a horae run. 
Father s Joe made a hane run? What do you mean? Joe i.s hme in 
bed. Joeiel What does this mean? 
Josie a I wanted the team to win. I can play as well as Joe, 
even it he is one of their best players . When he got 
Father : 
Everyone a 
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sick I thought I would take lrl.s place and not let 
anybody know. I was going to tell Joe of course. 
Ch, Josie• Josie, Joeie, what will you do next? Do you 
think that your brother will take credit for something 
you did? 
JOBiel Josiel Josiel Ring around the roay. 
• • • 
Another popular activity used in the reading classes was work 
with simple creative dramatics. The students were to illustrate with 
words or pantanine a simple situation. Usually fran one t.o three 
students participated in each dramatization. It was up to the rest ot 
the class to determine the particular act that was being dramatized. 
It was important that those dramatizing a statement should be 
realistic, use good dialogue, be original, and have a good beginning 
and ending. 
The materials used were a number of cards with simple statements 
on them that the students were to read and then dramatize. It wae the 
purpose for the students participating on each dramati�ation to do this 
on as much of an impromptu basis aa possible. Sane of the simple 
statements to be dramatized weret 
1. You are an astronaut at the moment of blast off. 
2. You are a waitress just after spilling a tray of food on 
a customer. 
J. You are a big baas being caught by a fisherman. 
4 .  You are caught dolng what you shouldn't be doing when 
the teacher steps back into the room. 
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S. You are a snowman in the wa l"!ft  bright S\lnlight. 
6.  Iou are taking your first driving lesson. 
Many of the activities used during these periods or instruction 
were games or activities that concentrated on the proper use of t he  
dictionary. The dictionary, a very important aid to a reader, was 
used whenever necessary. The purpose of such activities was t o  get 
the students to use their dictionaries whenever they needed help on 
the meaning or pronounciation of a word, rather than skipping over 
1 t lri thout fully understanding it. Through the use of various 
dictionary games and other activities the sturlents became more relaxed 
w1 th their dictionaries and began to turn to :i.t for •1elp nore than 
previously. In s ome cases the exercises were of a more c ompetitive 
nature and this added t o  more of a motivational wse of the dicti onary. 
A great deal of the work done on word attack skills in the experimental 
groups wae accomplished through the various activities using diction­
aries . Of course, these were correlated with the skills also developed 
in the workbooks and the s. R. A .  Reading Laboratory. 
Several of the dictionary exercises us£d will be de scribed in 
detail and examples given as follows : 
Guess What? 
Thi! exercise is t o  enc oura�e children to be curious about words 
and to make better use of the dictton�ry. The teacher asks a question 
nbout an unfamiliar word and the students look up the word in the 
dictionary and an61iler the quE'stion. Thie activi. t}� can be performed on 
either a teaM or individual basis, When the students bec ome accust omed 
to lookine up words in a dicti on.:Jry they will have fun making up 
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questiooa for euh at.her. The chief thin& is to use this game and 
its adaptations to create interest in wcrda and in dictionary use. 
So!'fte example• or this actiY1ty ares 
1. If 7ou went to a .b!berdaabery would you find a fur coat 
for your •other? 
2. Could you see aonietning that is iatang1.b.le? 
). If you had BOil8 .P'J!toe could 700 eat i�'l 
4. If aOMone •• d!!!l looking, bov woul.ti they be dressed? 
;. If you were an !Pti•ian would you make and sell hearing 
aids? 
Die ti oaary Dellona 
The pvpoae of thia type of actirtty is to u•elop vocabulary 
and to use tt. dictionary in crder to classify words correctly. The 
teacher write• aeYeral worda on the board and the students are to 
classifJ the words as either an animal, vegetable , or a mineral. 
Special emphaais should wo be placed on the uae of unfaJ\l!.liar words 
for Yocabulary building parpuea . 
guest1• Baa: 
The purpose of this act1Vity 18 to give practice in the uae of 
the d1ot1on&r')" ira order to develop word. power. Questiona are written 
on cards and plaeed in a box and a pupil leader then draw• and reads 
it. The mellbers of the tealft or claae then look up the vord in question 
ae rapidly aa poaeible in Ol"der to answer it. Examples of the 
,uesti on.a are a 
l. The month of July is named after what fanmu.a person? 
2. What 1a • rue lage? 
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J. What would you do in a dir1gibleT 
4. Is a huckster a !ish, a machine, a person, or food? 
5. Far what do the initials c. P. A. stand? 
D111e0Yering Word Picture• 
The purpoae or this act1Yit;r i• to nphasize bow pictures in 
dictionaries add t o  the 111Nning of vorda. The teacher uks or writes 
a question ·and the students are to look u-p the word and answer the 
deecription being asked. Examples of the questions ares 
1. Yhat shape is a clarinet? 
2. How many aides does a heptagon h8Ye? 
J. What shaped leaves doe• a morning glory have! 
4. What is the color of an agate? 
S. .la aaJ2bitheater is what shape? 
6.  Doe• a goblet haTe a handle? 
Diacritical DetectiTes 
The purpose of this act.iti.ty ie to prortde drill in the 
recognition of vards in phonetic spelline and having d1acr1.tical 
marking. Often students have difficulty in the pronunciation of a 
ward and it the dictionary is used many pronunciation difficulties 
will be eliminated. The teacher writes a number ot worde on the 
board using their phonetic spelling. The students then write on 
their �aper the phonetic srelling, the word and the page number 
where it was tound in the dioti onary. 
<l'le of the most popular dictionary activities used in the 
classes of thia program was through the uees of races in order to 
see who could locate a giYen word from the dictionary the fastest. 
This activity stressed the importance of using the guide words in 
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a dictionary when locating a word . Two studeonts were sent to the 
board with their diction�ries. The teacher wrote the word to be 
located on the board and then gave the signal to etart. The first 
peraon t o  locate the word wrote the page number on the board and was 
the winner. The winner remained at the board and was challenged by 
another member of t.h€ class. The student, who located the word given 
f1r•t remained at the board until defeated by a challenger. 
Besides the various dictionary activities used, several other 
exercises to strengthen word knowledge and word attack skil.18 were 
used. �e such example was the use of sentence mixers . The 
teacher wrote a sentence on the board with the words out of their 
proper order. The purpose of this exeraise was to help the students 
Yi.eually recognize the important words in the sentence and rearrange 
the words so that it made a complete and underRtandable sentence . An 
example or this type or exercise is: 
craft the landed made a ba.ckyard my wierd craft from it as in 
space sound 011ter apace. 
Also, drills on visual word recognition was used by writing a 
word on the board with the letters out of their proper ordP.r . The 
students were to unscramble the letters and write the c orrect spelling 
for the word. This exercise gave practice in both visual perception 
and spelling. 
The teachers in the pro, :ram also usect filmstr.lps with word 
phrases. The purpose of these was to help strengthen the reading 
speed of the students . The word phrases were first flashect slowly 
on the screen and were read orally. '1'hen they were flashed at a 
more rapid pace. This work helpe� t o  train the student.. � t o  .focus Ol'l 
phrases, not individual words . After auch e>:ercisf>,s �ere canpleted 
these techniques ·1r1ere pl�ce� into use durtng their reading class€S 
with the basal readers or oth(\!r wr ltten materials that they read. 
The filmstrips also provided an excellent opportunity for drill 1n 
word knowledge, uecaqse ?nany phrases e onta ined new words . The word 
phrases were sls� used for the �urpose of developing and building 
sentences frcn the phrases flashed on the screen. 
There were forty filmstri.ps in the series and the vocabulary in 
the phraees became more difficult through eaeh leYel. 
This concludes a composite description of the reading materials, 
teacher in10Y'ations , and oth8r techniques used during the reading 
instruction periods of the experimental groups during this research 
study on interclass grouping. 
Testinc 
The testing program utilized during this study included the 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests Forms AM and Am, and the Gates Reading 
Survey, rorms 1 and 2. 
The sections an reading and word knowledge were used from the 
Metropolitan Achievement Testa . 
The Qatea Keading Surve7 provided tests on speed and accuracy, 
reading vocabulary and level of comprehension. 
Both the experimental and control groups used the same program 
of testing during the study. 
The Metropolitan Achievement Tests were given in October of 1965, 
beforE-� the project started and in October, 1966, afte.r the completion. 
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The Gates Reading Survey Form 1 was also given in October, 1965, 
prior to the start or the study. Form ?. waa admi.niatered in Ma7 ot 
1966. 
The results o:t the May, 1966 / natea .Reading Survey and the 
Q:tober, 1966, Hetropolitan Achievement Test were ror the purpose of 
studying the rate of the reading growth patterne developed thrnugh 
this special research program. The purpose was to compare the use or 
interclass grwping for reading, used in the experimental groups, vi th 
that or the conventional grouping for reading within the self-coatained 
classroom used in the control groups. The comparative results or the 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests and the Gates Reading Survey Test tor 
the experimental groups, Classes 3 and h are on Tables 7 and 8 .  
Through this study or interclass grouping it was the objective 
to provide the experimental gxo oups with a greater latitude or in­
struction throogh the combined use of' standardi�ed reading programs, 
specisl teacher innovated techniques and student aotivated projects 
related to reading. It vas the ailll to prcnide the students with a 
greater opportunity to strenethen their rear\ing abilities both 
vertically and h ortz on ta 11.y. 
The program was initiated in a manner in vh.1.ch the a ore of 
instruction oentered around the basal reading series that had been 
adop�d, �lthough special emphasis was deYeloped to prOYide fer 
greater creativi.t,y on the part of both the teacher and the student. 
It was the objective in th.ts expe:rimont t o  give the students 
the opportunity to work on anc develop their reading skills through 
the use or ind:i.vidr-..alized or eroup motivated acttviti.eR or projects. 
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TABLE 7 
196$ AND 1966 ME'ffiOPOLITAN .lCHIEV.F..�NT TEST RESULTS 
TABU � GRCMTH F <R  EXPE.RIM.r;lf.I'AL OROUPS 
Clas• � Clue 4 
, Ward 1'novl!dJ• Reading Word Knowiedj! Raad.19 
* 1965 1966 Gain * 1965 1966 Gain * 1965 1966 Gain * 1965 1966 Gain 
E 6 .9 1.0 1.0 G 1.1 4.7 -3.0 I 10.0 10.0 .o I 9.7 a.o -1.7 
, 6.4 9.5 3.1 , 6 .3 7.3 1.0 Q 9.2 10.0 .8 s 8.7 10.0 1.) 
H 6.2 6.1 - .1 I 6.1 a.o 1.9 H 8.7 9.S .a B 8.4 a .s .1 
c 5.8 �.2 - .6 3 5.9 J.S -2.4 J 7.6 7 .8 .2 c 7 .3 10.0 2.7 
G S.6 6.7 l.l .A s.5 6 • .) .a A 1.6 7 .8 .2 , 7.3 8.7 1.4 
J 5.s 7 .9 2.4 B 5.5 s.J - .2 G 7 .4 8 .3 .9 Q 7 .1 9.2 2.1 
s s.s 6.o .s li 5.3 7.l 1.8 s 7 . 1  10.0 2.9 I T.l 6.8 - .J 
D 5.5 s.1 - .4 D 5.3 5.7 .4 � 1 .1 9.') 2.8 p 6.8 a.o 1.2 
A s.J 6.4 1.1 c 5.3 4.7 - .6 D 1.1 6.4 - .1 J 6.8 1 .1 .9 
L ).) s.a .5 I 5.3  4.7 - .6 c 6.4 9.� 3.1 G 6.8 6.o - .a 
I $.J s.s .2 H S.J 3.8 -1.s M 6.2 6.9 .7 T 6.6 1.3 .1 0 4.9 4.9 . o L s.1 6.8 1.7 K 6.2 6 .7 .s u 6.J :-1 4 " . 2.1 
T 4.S 5.1 .6 0 s.1 s.1 .o L 6.o 1.- 1.4 A 6.) 8 • .) 2.0 
w 4.5 4.9 · .4 T s.1 4.9 - .2 B 6.o 6.1 .1 B 5.9 6.1 .2 
I 4.J S.3 l.O K 4.4 4.o - .4 g 6.o 6.o .o B S.9 5.1 - .8 
)( 4 • .J s.1 .8 Q 4.4 4.7 .J u 6.o s.a - .2 M 5.7 8.4 2.7 
B 4.2 4.6 .4 R 4.4 5.S 1.1 p s.a 9.8 4.o D S.7 s.1 .o 
Q 4.2 4.J .1 p J.7 3.3 -· .4 T s.e 1.9 2.1 B 5.S 6.6 1.1 
R ).8 4.9 l.l M 3.5 3.1 - .4 R 5.5 7.6 2.1 l S.3 6.6 1.) 
p ).O $.) 2.J J ).5 8.o 4.S 0 s.3 7 ·" �.l L S.l 1 .1 2.6 
N 5'.3 6.2 .9 0 k.9 6.3 1.4 
Medians 
S.l 5.3 5.3 4.9 6.2 1 .1 6.5 1 .1 
•IAttter aesigned to each pupil. 
Pupil 
·� J:, 
, 
J 
. .  
L 
s 
0 
0 
X 
c 
B 
Ii 
I 
D 
Q 
T 
H 
p 
K 
a 
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llBLE 8 
1965 AND 1966 GATES Rl:..ADING SURVEY 1l'EST RESULTS 
TABl.F. CF G:\t7'.'Tl1 Fen FXPZH!J-1"ENTAL GROOPS 
Olaes J 
fcna I Yora I  
Class � 
Pera f form 1! 
Oct. Hay Oct. May 
l96S 1966 Gain Pupil 196S 1966 
6.5 B.o 1.5 J 8.2 8.4 
6.4 7.4 1.0 s 1.8 8.6 
6.4 6.2 - .2 I 1 . 8  8.3 
6.4 5.1 - .1 Q 7.5 7 .0 
6.l 5.7 - .4 A 7.4 1.1 
6.o s.s - .5 c 1 .2 7.6 
5.7 4.5 -1.2 H 1 .2 1 .s 
5.6 s.2 - .4 p 7.1 1.6 
5.S $.5 .o l( 1 .0 7 .1 
s.2 5.4 .2 E 1.0 6.S 
5.1 5.4 . .) F 6.8 1 . -;  
5.1 4.8 - .3 B 6.S 6.5 5.0 4.6 - .4 M 6.4 1.2 
4.9 5.1 .a Q 6.4 5.4 
4.9 >.5 .6 D 6.3 6.8 
4.9 4.2 - .1 u 6.) 6.7 
4.7 S.6 .9 R 6.) 6.) 
4.4 s.1 .1 . L 6.2 6.9 
4.2 5.1 .9 0 6.1 6 .6 
3.7 S.h 1.7 T 6.1 6.6 
1f 6 .o 6.6 
Jllediana 
s.1 5.4 6.7 1 .0 
O.in 
.2  
.s 
.s - .s 
.) 
.4 
.) 
.s 
.1 - .s 
1.1 
.o 
.8 
;..1.0 
.s 
.4 
.o 
.7 
.s 
.s 
.6 
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The only time that the fifth and sixth graders were grouped 
separately was when they were working with the basal reading aeries.  
This vaa done because it was felt that the reading interest and skill 
levels of the two basal reading programs best fit the needs in reading 
of the two oontrasting age groups. 
The class was always brought back into a single unit when 
individualized instruction or group projects and activities were 
being concentrated on. This vas true vhen teacher-led or group-led 
games and other akill building actiTitioa were a·.part of the prograa. 
The two grade level groups participated aimultaneowsl1 as a 
aingle unit when working on the individualized instruction such as 
the s. R. A. Reading X..boratcrr, Webster'• Dictionary Disocweriee, or 
when other teachers initiated di�tionary ald.11 building actiYitiea. 
The claas always worked together when they were writing and practicing 
for the play or other student initiated projects. 
It was the teacher's parpoee to prcwide the students with ae 
many 1'118ter1els1 ideas, and techniques as poeaible with the 4mphaeia 
that they would grasp these aide and develop them ae muoh as possible 
in order to gain the highest leYel ot learning from their reading 
program. 
CHA Pl'ER IV 
ffi<X:E�URBS, D!STRUCTIOO AND 
TESTING IN C<?lTROL CUSSES 
Procedures 
The control classes were taught by two teachers who worked 
together as did the teachers or the experimental groupe . However, 
they attempted to do only the same amount of cross-planning and 
discussion or pupil needs which they would have done ordinarily. The 
main importance of their working t ogether was t o  be sure that the 
manner or instrt1ction and techniques correlated with the prescribed 
manner or the project . A cl08er planning procedure and patt,ern or 
instructional techniques were carried out by the two teachers of the 
experimental groups . 
In the case of the teachers of the c ontr�l groups, each teacher 
had previously had some pupils from the other class, so they shared 
perceptions about the reading progress of pupils both in regard to the 
formal reading instruction period and in regard to reading in the 
content areas. 
Each teacher in the con trol group subdivided his class into 
two or more reading groups . Thia varied with the individual progress 
of the students . Again division of pupils into groups wi thin the class 
vaa -� acocrding to test scores, teacher and principal j'1dgaent, ancl 
classrocn performance. 
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Cl.Mi l ot the oon�rQ1 group was CClllpOled ot twatr eizth 
gradere with leftla on the 1'6S KetropoUtan Ach:.le.,..nt All Battery, 
Word lnwledge Te•t, ranging tra ).O \o 10.0 and le'nla an the 
Ketropolitaa Aehieftment Battery, Reading Test ranging from J.O to 
io.o. The median on reading achieTement was S. 7 and the median on 
word knowledge was 6.2. (See Table 9) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6 .  
7. 
a.  
'· 
10. 
u. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
is. 
16 .  
11 . 
16. 
19. 
20. 
f.A.BLE 9 
SIITH tJR.AIB CalTROL GROUP 
1965 METROPOLrrAB .lCHIEVF.MEN'l' TEST scams 
CLASS 1 
Metropolitan 
AchleYeient 
Metr opoll tan 
j.ch.itrtement 
Pupil Readin1 • 1965 Pupil Wcrd Knowleclge - 196.5 
s 10.0 s 10.0 
r 8.7 F 10.0 
L 7.1 B 7.4 
J 1 .1 H 7 ..4  
Q 7.1 Q 7.4 
R 6.8 ' 7 .1 
8 6.) D 6.h 
R 6.) R 6.4 
T 6.1 I 6.h 
I 5.1 I 6.2 
I s.1 Q 6.2 
A s.1 I 6.2 
I s.1 0 6.2 
D s.1 L s.6 
0 4.h A s.6 
0 4.2 T s.s 
I ).8 0 ).6 
p ).7 p 3.6 
c 3.7 I ).O 
M J,O • 3.0 
Clue 2 ot the control group was ccapoeed of twent7-one firth 
graders With le-ntla on the 196S Metropolitan AchieveJ11ent Battery, 
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Word Knowledge Teat ranging from J. 7 to 10.0 and leTela on the 
Metropolitan Achie'f"tnnent Battery, Read.1.ng Teat ranging !rm ).O 
to io.o. The median on reading achie•ement was 4 • .) and the median 
on word knowledge was 4.9. (See Table 10) 
1.  
2.  
3 .  
4 .  
s. 
6 .  
1 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10. 
u. 
12. 
13. 
14 .  
1$. 
1.6 .  
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
TABIB 10 
FD'TH GRADf; CC*TROL GROUP 
1965 METROPOLITAN ACIIIE\Tl::.Mf:N1' TEST SC<E.ES 
CLASS 2 
Metropolitan 
.Achievement 
Metropolitan 
Achievement 
Pupil Reading • 196$ Pupil Ward Knowledge - 196S 
H 10.0 H 10.0 
K 9.7 K a.1 
D 6 .6 J') 8.7 
c 6 .) 0 6 .2 
0 6.1 c s.s 
N 5.9 N 5.6 
M S.9 s 5.5 
G 5.3 p 5.5 
p S.J R 5.5 
R 4.4 A s.1 
, 4.4 I 4.9 
s 4.2 M 4.9 
I 4.o I 4.9 
L 3.8 T 4.7 
u 3.7 G 4.7 
J J.7 B 4.7 
A 3.5 L 4.7 
B 3.S u 4.5 
T J.O Q 4.J 
E J.O J 3.7 
Q ).O F 3.7 
The aental ability � t hese groups, according to the Otia Quick 
8\U"f"ey Test vaa also checkedt Olasa 1 ehowed an I .  Q. range .f°r'Oll 
BS - 119, whereas Olaae 2 had an I. Q. nnE,te tl'Cllt 69 - 130. 
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In the control groups, as has been indicated in the experimental 
groups, children were tr<n both low social economic famillea and 
middle class families and c cnplete and broken family units. 
Instructional Techniques 
The instruction in the control groups was carried out more in a 
traditional manner canpared t o  the approach used by the experimental 
groups 1n this study. The control ero�ps patterned their insti-uc­
tional approach more around the basal reading series which had been 
previously used. 
They also used special motivational techniques to sti�ulate the 
reading program, but not to the extent. as that adopted by the experi­
mental groups. More about the special supplementary activities used 
by the control groups vill be discussed later. 
As menti oned earlier, the control r..roups subdivided their classes 
in two or more reading groups and this varied acc ording to individual 
progress . In the main, two groups were used in both the f1 fth and 
sixth grade c ontrol classes. The Scott, Foresman basal reading series 
was used by the higher achieYers, and the Ginn basal reading series 
was used by the middle and lower achievers in both the fifth and sixth 
grade groups. 
The teacher• centered their programs in the Scott, Foresman ser1e• 
around the textbook, Vistas for the fifth grade and the Cavalcades 
textbook for the sixth graders. They also utilized 9£!n Highllaya, 
another book in the Scott, Foresman series. This textbook was pro­
vided to give the underachievers a greater resource of comprehensive 
and skill building activities . This series provided a high interest 
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level type of reading experienoe1, but it contained a vocabulary and 
comprehension level that wan within the grasp or those who were wring 
it. 
The Ginn baaal reading series provided the 111dd1e and lower 
achieYers a wealth ot exercises and experiences 1n which they needed 
in the areaa of word attack skills and. apecial iutruction in oCllllpre­
hena1 ve learning. In the Ginn series , the ti.f'th graders used the 
textbook, Trails t o  Treaaure and the sixth graders used the textbook, 
!tings to Adventure. 
The workbook activities were very closely correlated vi.th tbe 
selections read in each of the three basal readiag aeries. 
The control groups used a more uniformed pattern of approach to 
t.he teaching or reading, but it did not include m.a117 ot the special 
MotiYational experiences that were introduced to challenge the atudents 
in the experimental groups. 
The high achieYers in the control groups were presented with 
special project• to expand their reading abilltielJ . Another ueeful 
technique vu the uee of the high aehiners in the olase t o  help 
those with certain reading difficulties. (Students often gain a great 
deal troTll those within their own peer group. It 1• iaportant tar 
teachers to utilise thie instructional aid vheneYer the correct 
situation present• itself.) 
Throughout the entire experiment it was stressed with all 
teachers of the four groups to try to present an atmosphere where 
students were working and helping one another ae much as possiblB. 
'l'he control groups also took advanta1�e ot the individualized 
reading program proVided by the s .  R. A. Reading Labo:ratory. They 
usod this media in much the earoo manner as was discussed in the 
teaching techniq�es of the experi..nlental groups. Students of all 
levels of achievement wcrked with the s. R. A., but the high 
achievers were encouraged to ex;Jand their work in this area to a 
greater degree, especially when the teachers were worldng with 
individuals with �pecifie reading problema . 
The control (;X'OUpB also n&ed the scholastic newspapers, 
Revs-T�s and Young Citi7.en. The News-Times t(aS used by the higher 
achievers because or its more advanced reading vocabulary. The 
Young Oit.izen was used by the middle and lcwer achievers becatise or 
its content and vocabulary which beet titted their particular reading 
neoos. This was in conj unctioowith the newspapers used with the 
experimental groups. 
There vas a major difference regarding the amount of attention 
given t o  the scholastic newspapers in the control groups c ompared to 
t.he experimental groups. The control gr oups concentrated oo the con­
tent or �he newspaper more tnoroughly than the experimental r;r-oupa, 
because the1 did not include daily newspapers and other printed newa 
medias in their plan ot instruction. The scholastic newspaper was 
their sole connection with this form of reading . 
The control groups also took advantage of the wealth of reading 
materials provided by the libr&rJ"• They also provided their classes 
with a certain amount of time each week to select a book. Claes 
periods were set aside for free recreational reading, but as was true 
,, 
vi th the experimental groups, auch of this reading vas done outside of 
class or after assignments were ecapleted. 
'fh� teachers of the control groups did promote the pres&ntation 
of written and oral book reports periodically. They provided the stu­
dents time in class to organize and write their reocrts, or to make 
notes when oral reports were to be given. 
Thie technique did giTe the students an opport11nity to de·velop 
their skills in tormal speaking and writing. It also gave them a 
chance to share t1ie1r opinions about certain booke with the re�t of 
the class. It made it poseible ror others to hear a brief eummary 
about a particular book and would possibly encourage t,hM t o  want to 
read t�e selection. 
The teachers in the control groups scheduled their classes !I O  
that an average or three days each week WR& given to the reading and 
work on related oral and written activities presented in the basal 
reading textbook• • Che day was aet aside for indiYidualiz.ed work in 
the s .  R. A .  Reading Laboratory. The control groups, like the experi­
mental groups, deToted three weoks of read:l ng instr1.1ction " olely to 
the 8. R .  A. program for the purpose o! indoctr� nating and studying 
the •tudent's 1r1divldual progress. This pcrioa was also used to give 
individualized 'help to students in the areas of readi ng where they 
were having the greatest amount of dif:ficult.y. After the completi on 
of the three-week period the students worlc8d on the S. R. !!. once a 
week or dealt with other related activities. 
Q-ie day a week was provided for reading instructi on related to 
the scholastic newspaper and tree recreational read'lng. Special 
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projects auch aa the oral ar written book reporte were integrated into 
the program when the time tar auch specific activities arose . 
Aa discussed earlier , the core ot the prof.TAii\ within the control 
groups was developed in relati onship to the basal reading series. A 
story waa introduced and the vocabulary waa discussed briefly. After 
the initial introduction to the story and its vooabulary was di.scussed, 
the et.udents read the atory silently. With some groupe, occasionally 
a self!ction vas read orally. During thf'I next period the class dis­
cusse<i the selecti on or wrote on certa in exercises related to t.he 
story. New words introduced in the voe�hulary were also dlscu111sed 
more thoroughl7 during this period. The third period was devot ed to 
special exerciaea and activities to enr:i.eh er build upon neederl 
reading skills. The type of exercises varied according t o  the reading 
leveli. or the groups . The high aohievflrs worked on more specil\lized 
skills, such ae vorlcing on written or orel reports t o  supplcmer.t the 
selection that had been read. The;r also were riven t:tr:ie to develop 
their oral or written book reports in more detail. Some of these 
students were even used to nrovide the teacher wtth assistance in 
helping members or other groups who were havinr! difficulty vi.th 
certain skills. 
The higher achievers were also provideo with uxercises an<i 
activities that would help to improve their vocabularies, compre­
hension and other reading structural skills. 
An important phase re�arding the reading instructi on of the 
high achieTera in both the control and experimental reading groups 
in this experiment vae to work on the development of increasing the 
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•peed ot their reading, while maintaining a high leYel of canpre-
heneion. Special exercises such as the use of fil.Dustripa and other 
medias were used to help increase the students' reading speeds . 
The groups that c onsisted of the middle or lower achievers in 
reading vere provided with more individualir.ed instruction on the 
basics of comprehension stud�r sldlls, vocabulary, and word attack 
skills. Special mimeographed exercises were civen to them s o  the7 
could work ir.dependently or in small groups . 
The Ginn re:iding scri<:.s provided the student� w1 t� a wide range 
of special exercises nnd activities that helped to strenb�hen certain 
readina deficiencies that were detouring their normal rates or reading 
progrcas. Theee cxerciaes concP.ntrated heavily on t\1e fundaMCntals or 
the important reading skills such as c omprehension etuey skills in-
eluding �tory sequences, drawing concl11eions, and context clues. 
Important word attack skills were stressed, such as phonetic analysis, 
syllabication, prefixes and suffixes, vowel sounds and vowel digraphs, 
and dictionary usage for word pronunciation . Word stud1 skills and 
st.ructural analyais involving vooabulary, multiple mean1ng9 , in-
eluding S7tlDllY188 , antonyms, homonyms and homographs, were worked on. 
Exercises were also provided on forms of figurative language and 
analogous words . 
Some examples of a f P.V of these exercisee used by the teachers 
of the control groups for the middle and low achievers vere i 
Word.Stu� Skilla1 
Word meaning exercises give practice in discriminating between 
1Dartd H. Russell and Constance M. McCullough, Trails to Treasure 
(Teacher•• EditiOllJ Revised EditionJ The Ginn Ba81c Reader11 Boeton1 
Ginn and Company 1 1964), p. 82. 
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wor� similar in configuration by eoneid�rinc their use in a aeatenoe. 
l. 'Water began to ------ fr an the pipe. 
prop driE proud drop 
2. The clothes were with water. -------
!caked sold soared sank 
Strectural Analy;eial 
Structural analysis exercises were used �o check the children 1 s  
ability to recognize the root word in an inflectional. form and to 
recall t..ne rule governing t!'le changes in spelling. 
1. reporting 
2. scolding 
Phonetic Anelj!is2 
repcrt rep�ted reports 
scold.5 scold scolded 
Phonetic eualysis exercisea were used t o  check the ability to 
recognize initial consonant blends. 
1. streets sp � •k ). blanie I bl bl- pl -
2. tvioe i tw th ter - , 4. small i sn sm er -
Other exercises in phonetic analysis ·were usetl to detArmlne ·the 
children 1 s ability to recognize and use in word attack such phonetic 
elements as consonant blt:;nds , phonOit'&rllS.a and c ons onant and vowel 
Q.igraphs • • . 
l. He began to spl ---- the wood with bi.a ax. it od ut 
2. Tlw ciag went to dig up a b  ____ • 
-
art ore one -
). Sane people gr their teeth. at 1t ick 
�------- --
S 1 U a bi oat i oal 
Syllabication included exercises where the students lf&re to 
llbicl., P• lOS 2tb1d., II, P• 96 )Ibid., III, P• 130 
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write the number ot syllables in a word and to draw a line under each 
vo-wel heard. 
1. noticed - - 2 dee crated - .- - - 4 -
2 .  landed 2 4. bored 1 -
Prefixes and Suff1.xes1 
Prefix and suffix exercises were t o  check the children's 
recognition of prefixes and suffixes a.s syllabic units. They were 
to place the prefix er suffix after each word. 
l. exhibit ex 4. homeward ward - -
2 .  firmly 1l '· helple3s leas -
J. disappoint di• - 6. movement ment -
Vowel .Di&!.:aEhs2 
Vowel .digraphs exercises vere giTen to check the children' s  
ability t o  recognize the sound of vowel di.agraphs. 
1. sea: thread heard heat -
2 .  tails i?raised hair airport 
3. gooses vood8 took moon -
Dictionarz Ueage3 
Dictiaaary usage exercisea were given ·to cl1eok too abilit.y of 
the group in alphabetizing to the four th letter aa an aid to locating 
vorc:1S in a glossary, dictionary, index, or encyclopedia. 
V oca1*larz4 
Vocabulary exercises were given to c htlok the children ' a wider• 
standing or the meanings ot nev words . 
ltbid. , IV, P• 181 
4Ib1d. ,  VII, P• 128 
)Ibid. , VI, P •  224 
1. show 
? • to wind up 
J. half-wild horse 
4. puzzling 
Multiple Heanirygl 
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excuse exhjbl t control 
foul event crank 
bronco lfotJ1teg bo.nt 
mysterious dining dripping 
Multiple moaning exercises were �iven to provide additional 
practice iri recot;ni7.ing words 'trh.ich hnve moro than one meaning, 
(homographs ) .  Exr rcises in rec ognizing synonyms, antonyms and 
horoonyt"le vere also given. 
!i.gur111tive Lsmeuar2 
Figurative laneu.age exercises prov.�C.ed practice it! recognizing 
synonyrns, words or phrases with similar meanings . 
1. His feot �-ere like lead. Tery heavy 
2 .  The child was the apple of his eye. his favorite 
J .  His heart was heavy. 
Ar.alogous Words) 
sad 
-
Analogous word exercises were used to develop an unders tanding 
of analogous worde. Wh6n s aneone reads ia story and says, •:This remind.a 
ine of something, 11 he sees a likeness or analoi;Y between the 5 Lory and 
bullet dangerous water 
1. bow arr ow gun 
2. sidewalk safe street 
J. cara miles ship 
statf:I knot& 
bullet 
dangeroua 
knots 
libid. , VIII, P• l� 2Ibid. ,  IX, P• 162 )Ibid. ,  I, P• Jb6 
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4 .  St. Louis oity Missouri 
5. cars land boats water 
The building of essential habits and skills in comprehension is 
the 111ost vital part of a student' s  reading inst.rue ti on .  The other 
skills must be mastered first, but it is only when a reader compre• 
hends the material that he has read 1�hat a true and meaningful read­
ing experience has been fulfilled. A fow of the comprehensive study 
skills includ€d in the program were c ontext and experience clues , 
details anrl sequence, and story sequenoe. 
Details and Seguencel 
Details and sequence exercises were used to provide practice in 
recalline story details and noting thrir propar sequence . A list or 
statements wc�re list.ed and the student was asked to n'.lmber them in 
the numerical order in which they took place in the story. This 
same type of exE.'rcise was given for t.he purpose of organizing historical 
or other event.a in their proper order . 
Context and Experience Clues2 
Context and experience clues ()xerciscs were used to develop 
comprehension through the review of new words in a story and to 
provide experiences with context clues that. use the child's knowledge 
of his world. 
An example of this exercise is .as follows : 
sipping sobbed dangerous muscles 
1. He is �ipping lemonade through a straw. 
2 .  He sobbed a s  though his heart would break. 
1:rbid. ll, PP• 195, 225 
2 Ibid. XII, P• 337 
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J. It is dangerous to cross the street without first looking 
both ways . 
4.  Chopping wood •lee• your l8Wlclas strong. 
Besides the use of these exercises to strengthen the coMpre­
heneiYe skills of the students, they had oral discueeione relating to 
selections read. This gave the students a chance to express their 
idea• and feelings about a particular subject in an open group type 
of atmosphere . The teachers al10 provided them with the opportunity 
to do s ome  formal writing on direct or related subjects in which the 
story S'2ggested. Theae wr1 ting experiences were often correlated 
closely with the oral class discussions that were developed first after 
the -reading of a particular story. Tbe written exercises dealt with 
direct factual matter related to sections of a particular story. The 
teachers also provided the students periodically with an opportunity 
to develop their own creative reactions, directly or indirectly, 
related to a particular sequence in a story. 
The testing program ror the c ontrol groups was the sawte aa that 
used for the experimental groups . The detailed plan of testing for 
all tour groups is included under testing in Chapter III. 
The comparative results of the Metropolitan Achievement Teeta, 
l"orm Am on reading and word knowledge and the Gates Reading Survey 
for the control groups, Classes 1 and 2 are on Tables 11 and 12. 
The aim or· thi.s study was that the control groups follow 
through with the more traditional f()'rn'l of reading instruction that 
had been instituted in the school's reading program prior to the 
beginning of this experiment . As has been discussed earlier, the 
6) 
TABLE 11 
196� !ND 1966 KtaROPOLIT.-B ACHIEVEJ£NT TEST RFSULTS 
T.lBLE \I GROOH Pai O<llTROL QllOOPS 
Olu• l 
ward liiowµg! " Cadina 
a-J.lM• i 
:Ward Inow\ Ladin1 
* U6S 1966 0.111 • 1P6S 1966 Gain * l�S 1966 Oaia • 196S 1966 Clain 
s 10.0 10.0 .o s 10.0 10.0 .o B 10.0 10.0 .o B 10.0 10.0 .o 
, 10.0 10.0 .o , 8.7 9.7 1.0 I 8.7 9.8 1.1 ( 9.1 8� •l.3 
B 7.4 10.0 2.6 L 1 .1 a.s 1.4 D 8.7 7.4 -1.) D 6.6 10.0 3.4 
H 7 .4 10.0 2.6 J 1.1 7 .3 .2 0 '·2 7.1 .9 c 6.3 1.1 1.4 
Q 7 .4 9.1 1.7 Q 6.8 8.7 1.9 c s.a 6.9 1.1 0 6.1 7 .1 1.0 J 7.1 r.a .7 H 6.3 10.0 ).7 • S.6 6.2 .6 N S.9 a.1 1.8 
o · 6.4 7.8 1.4 B 6.) 8.5 2.2 s s.; 7 .9 2.4 M s., 7.3 1.4 
R 6.4 7.6 1.4 R 6.1 s.s 2.h p s.s 5.8 .3 a s.3 S.T .i. E 6.4 s.o -1.4 T 6.1 6.o - .1 I\ S.5 5.5 .o p S.J S.5 .2 
K 6.2 10.0 ).8 K s.1 7 .1 1.4 .l s.1 6.3 1.2 It 4.4 5.9 1.S 
G 6.2 6.4 .2 E s.1 6.o .3 E 4.9 5.8 .9 , 4.4 3.8 • •  6
N 6.2 6.4 .2 .l ).7 5.5 .. . 2 M h.9 S.6 .1 s 4.2 6.1 1.9 
0 6.2 5.8 . • •  4 I s.1 5.5 - .2 I li.9 4.9 .o I 4.0 4.2 .2 
L 5.6 10.0 4.4 D s.1 8.3 3.2 T "· 7 5.8 1.1 L ).8 4.4 .6 
A S.6 S.6 .o Q 4.4 8.3 3·9 G 4.7 5.5 .a u ).7 4., 1.2 
T S.5 1.0 1.s 0 i..2 s.s 1.) B 4.7 s.1 . •  4 J 3.7 4.2 .s 
c J.6 s.4 1.8 I 3.6 4.o .2 L 4.7 4.7 .o A 3.s 3.9 .4 
p J.6 4.7 1.1 p ). 7 4.o .3 u 4.5 5.3 .a B 3.s 3.0 - .s 
I ).O 4.6 1.6 0 ).7 3.3 - .4 Q )j.) 4.7 .4 T 3.0 5.S 2.s 
K ).O 4.) l.J M 3.0 J.5 .s J .). 7 5.1 1.4 i 3.0 5.J !.) 
., 3.7 ).6 • • 1 Q ).O 4.T 1.7 
Medi au 
6.2 7 .0 
*Letter assigned to each pupil. 
Pupil 
s 
' 
H 
B 
J 
Q 
w 
0 
D 
L 
R 
( 
T 
0 
E 
A 
c 
p 
M 
I 
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TABLE 12 
196S A!CD 1966 GATES RIADING SURVlt""I TEST RESULTS 
TABLE OF OROO'H FCR CCNTROL GROOPS 
Claaa l Class 2 
fen f Jara iI Pora I FCrll II 
Oct. May Q:tt. May 
1'6S 1966 Oain Pupil 196S 1966 
9.8 10.0 .2 H 9.B 10.4 
9.S 8.6 - .9 I . 1.9 a.o 
9.1 B.o -1.1 N 6.6 6.8 
9.0 7 .7 -1.3 D 6.S 6.6 
7.8 6.9 - .9 M 6.4 1 .0 
1.1 7.0 • .1 0 . 6.3 6.6 
7. 1 6.o -1.1 c 6.1 6.o 
1.0 6.9 - .1 R 6.o s.4 
1.0 6.4 - .6 s 5.S 6.o 
6.6 7.4 . • 6 T '·' s.1 
6.5 6.4 - .1 p 5.4 6.1 
6.h 1.0 .6 G S.4 s.2 
6.2 8 .1 1.9 u 5.0 s.o 
s.s $.7 - .1 Q 4.7 s.1 
SS 5.4 - .1 J 4.7 4.3 
s.o 5.8 .8 I 4.6 s.o 
4.7 4.9 .2 E 4.5 5.6 
4.2 4.8 .6 .l 4.S 4.9 
4.o 4.6 .6 B 4.J s.a 
).8 3.9 .l L 4.) 3.6 
, 3.5 2.9 
Medi!rut 
6.S 6.4 5.4 5.9 
Gain 
.6 
.1 
.o 
.1 
.6 
.3 
- .1 
- .6 
.s 
.2 
.1 
- .2 
.o 
.4 
- .4 
.4 
1.1 
.4 
1.5 - .1 
- .6 
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etudente in the control �oups were snbdi'Yi.ded into separate reading 
voupe within their elusroc., c anpared to the single gr oup 
approach to the teaching of reading in the experimental groups. 
The high achievers in both the control and experi.mental groups 
were provided with activities that would provide a stimulation to 
challenge both their interest and productiYe leYel• in reading. 
The Middle and law achievers were given a program that would 
giTe them more ind1Yidual1zed reading instruction. Claes 3 ot tlle 
experimental group had many of the eaMB type of rea4tng skill 
building act1Tities that was discussed in Chapter IV under inatruc­
ti onal techniques for the middle and low achievers in the control 
groups. The Scot� Foresman series prO"ti.ded them with a similar 
pattern of growth program. 
The main difference between the control and experimental gr0'1pe 
was the approach to the instruction of reading. It •s the intent in 
the experimental groups to -+:.ry to create a higher interest level in 
reading. More will be discussed about this in Chapter V. 
It has been the purpose or Ohapter" III and IV to describe in 
detail the actual reading programs that were carried on throughout the 
year o! this experinmnt . A strong emphasis has been placed upon the 
contrasting methods or approach and techniques ued in the c ontrol and 
experimental groups reeard.tng the instruction of reading by the 
teachers and the learning pattern8 fo1lowed by the etudent• . 
CHAPTm V 
ACHIEVEMENTS CJ OBJECTIVES (TESTING) , FINDINGS, 
AND EVALUAT!Clf Cl THE PROORAM 
The purpose of this chapter 18 the re-examination or the 
original hypothesis stated in Chapter I, and the correlation or 
those findings and achievements or the objectives obtained du.ring 
the cour•e of this experimental program on the instruction o! 
reading at the intermediate grade level. 
The hypothesis stated prior to the start of this experiment 1 
vas that the use of interclass grouping would provide greater 
achievement and a higher level of motivation for reading than 
would be found in a conventional self-contained grouping program. 
The achievement or objectives gained after any experiment 
reflects directly on the final validity of any hypothesis stated. 
There were numerous findings discovered as a result or thia 
experiment that will help to support the original hypothesis stated 
prior to the beginning of this reading program. However 1 many ot 
these findings are intangible, not. providing actual proof or the 
validity of a theory or idea posed in an experiment auoh as this 
one. Such findings will be diacuased later in this chapter. 
The moat accurate device that can be used in determining the 
true value or an educational experiment, such as the one that ha• 
been performed, is through the uae of achievement gains in reading 
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6T 
obtained on the part or those etudent,a who participated in this 
particular reading progra�. 
Aohie't'Hnt. et Q>jectiT .. 
Tbr0'1&h the use of the Metropo11 tan Achievement Teets and th,e 
Gate1 Reading Survey, a realistic scholastic growth in reading on 
the part or individual students can be visualized. It must be re­
membered that teats cannot provide all of the answers needed in such 
a study as this. There are many other factors that must be weighed 
vith definite consideration. A teat does prOYide a more tangible 
result and can be weighed more objectiTelr than other particular 
measuring devices. 
· Aa haa been d1scuased in Chapters III and IV, the Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests on reading and word knowl�dge were given in 
September ot 1965, betare the start of the experiment and again in 
September of 1966, after the experiment' a conclusion. The Oatoa 
Reading Survey was administered in September, 1965, and again in Ma7 
of 1966, immediately following the termination of the etudy. 
The reaulta or these t•ate tar the experimental and c ontrol 
groups were shown on Table 7 ,  Chapter III, page 461 Table 81 
Chapter III, page 47; Table u, Chapter IV, page 6J; and Table 121 
Chapter IV, page 64. These tables illustrate the total grade equiva­
lent ran&es and gains on the 196S and 1966 Metropoll tan Achievement 
Testa, Reading and Word Knowledge. Also included are the grade equiva­
lent ranges on the Gates Readina Survey Tests for the control and 
experillental classes. 
Tablea 13 and 14 are included to show the CClllbined net gaina 
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TABLI 1) 
A CCJIBIJIED DIBTIIBUTICll fl Q.llMS AID LOSSES Cit THI 
Mln'ROPCUTAI ACHD.'T.&MENT AND QATES READING sm.ny 
TISTS • OCllTROL ORWPS• CLASSIS 1 DD 2 
.,. Ach. Met. Acsh. Oatea Reating 
Word lnowledge R•aclinc Sarftf 
Range Range Range 
4.4 3.9 1.9 
3.8 ).7 i.s 
2.6 3.4 1.1 
2.6 3.2 .s 
2.4 2.s .a 
1.8 2.4 .1 
1.7 2.) .6 
1.6 2.2 .6 
1.$ 1.9 .6 
l.k 1.9 .6 
1.4 1.8 .6 
1.4 L;.f .s 
1.3 1.5 .4 
1.2 l.� .4 
l.l 1.4 .4 
1.1 1.4 .) 
1.1 lJi .2 
l.l l.) .2 
.9 1.2 .2 
.9 1.0 .l 
.8 1.0 .1 
.8 .6 .1 
•7 .s .o 
.1 .s .o 
.s .4 - .l 
.4 .4 - .1 
.4 .3 - .l 
.3 .3 - .1 
.2 .2 - .l 
.2 .2 - .1 
.o .2 - .2 
.o .2 - .4 
.o .o - .6 
.o .o - .6 
.o - .1 - .6 
.o - .2 - .1 
.o - .2 - .9 
- .1 - .4 ... . 9 - Ji - .5 -1.1 
-1.0 - .6 -1.1 
-1.3 -1.3 -1.) 
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TABLE 14 
A CctffiltU�D DISTRIBUT!rn fP GAINS AND LCSSES ON THE 
M!TROPOLITAK ACmvtMENT AND Mt!! lt!ADINO stntftT 
TESTS • ElPERIMENTJiL GROUPS, CLASSES ) AND 4 
Ket. Ach. llet. Ach. Gate. fteatliftg 
Ward Knowledge Reading Survey 
lag• Jlang• lange 
4.o 4.5 1.7 
J.l 2.7 1.5 
).1 2.1 1.1 
2.9 2 .6 i.o 
2.n 2.1 .9 
2.4 2.1 .9 
2.3 2.0 . a  
2.1 1.9 .a 
2.1 1.8 .a 
2.1 1.7 . •  1 
1.4 1.7 .1 
l.l 1.4 .6 
1.1 1.4 .6 
1.1 1.3 .5 
l.O l.J ·' 
.9 1.2 .5 
.9 l.l .5 
.8 1.1 ·' .s 1.0 .4 
.8 .9 .4 
.7 .a .J 
.6 .1 .J 
.5 .4 .3 
.5 .) .2 
.5 .2 .2 
.4 .1 .1 
.4 .o .o 
.2 .o .o 
. 2  - .2 .o 
.2 - .2 - .2 
.1 - .3 - .J 
.1 - .4 - .4 
.l - .4 - .4 
.o - .4 - .4 
.o - .6 - .5 
.o - .6 - .s - .1 - .8 - .s 
- .2 - .8 - .1 
- .4 -1 • .s - .1 
- .6 -2.4 -1.0 - .1 -3.0 -1.2 
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and l•••• ot both oantrol and aperiMDt.el &1"0'11>8 an tbe vol"4 
lmcwledge and reading ti.eta of the Metropolitan Acbieftllent Teata, 
r ... AM arlill .la. 'l'he table• alao ehow the cOllbined reaW.t1 ot the 
eantrol an4 uperimntal poups on tile Gate• iHdioC s.rn,.. Thia 
data hu bem ocmpiled to ocapue the gains and lmaea 1 both on a 
group act. 1ncl1Vidul buia. 
The Nalte meal th• fellowing gain ancl loe• •\at.iatica tor 
both oantral an.cl uper.iMDtal grwpe • the three Mt.a or testa gi•en. 
T .. t 
TABLE 15 
TOTAL GAINS 1 N 0 GAINS 1 AND L<BSES MADE Bl 
TD TWO CatTRot GaOUPS (41 STUDENTS) 
Jletropoll tan Aobievemant w .. d. .lnovledge 
Metropolitan Achi4"'•1U11t leading 
30 
.32 
22 
1 
2 
2 Gates Readina SVV'•J' 
TAB!& 16 
TOl'AL GAIIS, 10 GAINS, AND LCSSES MADE BI 
TB! '.NO EIPmDJEHTAL QROOPS (41 STUDDTS) 
4 
1 
17 
Test Gain lo OUa Loe• 
Batropolitu 1ch1•ve•nt Word lnOld.edp 
Metropolitan Aold.•�nt Readinc 
Gatea Jlead1nc San.7 
)3 
26 
26 
) 
2 
' 
s 
13 
12 
The re•Ult.. of this cmpariaon on On.ly the gaiM and loaaea ot the 
tvo groups bnder atwtr indicate a Tery �l•• relationship in their total 
reading growth. 
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Tbmre vere eighty-five gains achieved by the students 1n the tvo 
experiaental groups, compared to eighty.tour b7 thoae in the control 
groups. 11.nen in the experhtental groups showed no gain, compared to 
eight in the control. Tbirt7 in the experimental showed loeae1, cca• 
pared to twnt7-eight in the control. 
Another ocapar1•• _. ude regarding the nerage gain ll&de by 
the two caabined groups on the three te.ata used. The experimental 
classes showed the following a..-erage gains en the te1ta1 
Word Knovledge1 9.1 monthsJ 
Reading, 6.7 aonth& J and 
Gates Readin& Survey, 2.ll a011the. 
The control classes showed the folloving average gaine 1 
Word Knowledge 1 8 .4 months; 
Reading, 9.9 11onth8 J and 
Gates Reading Surve1, .9 ot 1 month. 
To prOYe how cloee the eoaplete readifll achieTement on all three 
teat• was, 1e indicated by the tact that the average gain by both 
gr oupe was 6. 7 aonth8 . 
It eho"1.4 be noted, bowver, that the control groups showed a 
higher achinement gain on the Metropolitan Reading Test. Their gain 
va• J.2 months over that or the experimental groupe . 
The preceding ccaparisons vere ude on the nerage gains :made by 
the cambined experimental and control groups. 
The following table shows the average gain or loas achieved by 
each indiTidual experi•ntal and control group on the three teats 
included in the etudy. The average is on a yearly basis. 
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TOLi 17 
AVFlUGI GADS Cll �13 MADI Bl' CLASSFJS 11 11 .)! 4, 
W THE MSftOPOLITAH AOHIEYm:NT WClm DanJ:DOE 
AJfD READtm T!STS, AND THI GATES RIADIIG SURVEY 
., ... 
ll*tledp Raad:lnc 
Claes l 1.2 1.1 
Claaa 2 .6 .9s 
Cl.us 3 .1 .19 
Olaae h 1.2 1.1 
Ga tea 
iMdiq 
S_.,yo;r 
- .O) 
.2 
.19 
.) 
-· 
A c.,...S.•m ot the el.a•• Jl8diana arrived upon through the three 
teats given, vill ai.o prOYide additional ineighte to the pattern ot 
reading grOlrUa aohi•Ted by t.he iwo O'•P8 atlldied in tll.18 pcot.icular 
aperiaen\. TheH •4iiau vve &iYell • !able 71 Obapter III, .... b6, 
aatl Table U, Obapt.r IV, page 63, but shonld be repeated in order to 
prcwide a better appraisal of the &ChieTements gained by the groupa 
under etudy in this chapter. The additiCl'l of the clase Jnediana along 
with the ner.ge ol.u1 and overall groop gains on the teats giTen vill 
pronde a aare anai,tical approach to the evalu&t1CJ11 ot the readiD& 
achievement level obtained through the courae ot thia experiment. 
Table 18 1bon the aedin range• based upon the grade lnel 
achieveMnta on the 196.5 and 1966 Metropolitan Achievement Teat, 
Word lnovledge and Reading. Aho incl.uded are the September, 1965, 
and May, 1966 , Gatea Reading Surver reaulta . 
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TAB� 18 
CLAS3 MEDIA.IS Cl 1965 AND 1966 MITROPOLrr.a 
4CHIEVEMENT WCllD DCWU.1XlE AND RE.wING TESTS 
AND SEPTEMB�, 196S, ilD MAY, 1966 GATES 
UADING SURVEY 
Word Word Gatea Read1n1 
la•l.edc• ln•ledp lteadiu1 Readiq 
!ePt• .,.Ti� Clas•* 196S 1966 196S · 1966 
1 6.2 1.0 s.1 7 .1 6.S 6.4 
2 ti.9 s.1 4.) s.s s.i. s., 
) S.J s.1 s.3 4.j s.1 S.4 
4 6.2 1.1 '·' 7 .7 6.7 7.0 
ifClasaea l and 2 - Control 
Classes 3 and k - Experillental 
The average medians tor each class on the 1965-1966 Metropolitan 
AchieTement Teets, word knowledge and reading, and the Gates Reading 
Survey are as follows 1 
TABLt 19 
AVFBAGE MEDIANS 196$-1966 ME?ROPOLITAI ACHIEVEMENT 
wain KN('J.tlU;OOE AND READING TESTS 
AND OATES RilDDJG SURVEY 
Word 
lnovl•d&• Beading 
Clua l 6.6 6.4 
Clus 2 S.J 5.�s 
Claaa l s.J s.1 
el.us b 6.95 7.1 
Qatea tea41ng 
&lrve7 
6.145 
S.6S 
s.2s 
6.8, 
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The cc:abined control groups had an aTerage median on word 
knowledge or 5.95J reading 5.925; and Gates Readin& Surt97, 6 .os. 
The canbined experiJne.ntal IJ'Oupa had an average median on 
word knovledp of 6.151 reading 6.lJ and. Gato U.&dina Survoy, 
6.05. 
A comparative study uas also made af'ter the ccmpletion of this 
experiment to ahow the grade .cinvalent rangu tor the fitth and •ixth 
graders partieipating in both the oontrol and experimental groups. 
Thia cOlllparison on the grade equi•alent rangee after the experiment's 
cc:apletion correspond.a vith the ranges and cl.as• medians made priar to 
the start of the experiment, diacusaed in Chapter I, page• 31 41 ancl 5. 
Upon ccapletion or the experiaent, the fifth gx-ade control group 
showed a grade equivalent range on the 1966 Metropolitan Reading Test 
trC1D J.O to lO.O, vltb a aedian or $.$, while the fifth grade experi­
•ntal group ehawed a grade eqQi,valent traa ).1 to 10.0 v1th a aedian 
of 6.1. {See fable 20) 
The sixth grade control had a grade equivalent ranee on the 
Metropolitan Reading Teet froa ) .) t o  10.0 with a median of 7 .1. while 
the sixth grade experimental group showed • range frcm 4.7 to 10.0 
with a Median of 6 .6 .  (See Table 21) 
In ccmparing the vocabnlary cinelopment or the groups, the word. 
knowledge test ot the 1966 Metropolitan Achievement Battery vas used. 
It indicated that the fifth grade control had a grade equiTalent range 
trom 3.6 to 10.0 with a median of 5.1 and the fifth grade experimental 
group had a grade equivalent range from 4.J to 10.0 with a median ot 
S.6. (See Table 20) 
l. 
2. 
). 
ii. 
s. 
6 .  
1 • . 
8. 
9. 
10. 
u. 
12. 
1). 
u. 
15. 
16. 
lT . 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
Median 
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TABU: 20 
1966 JIBTROPOLI'f AJI ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
FIPTH ORADX, GRADE IQUIVALEHTS 
Jlletropolitan Aobineunt llltropolitmi Achieft•nt 
Be•�nc • 126§ Word ln..O..edp • 1966 
Sth Stn 5th Sth 
Qrade Qraden 1n Grade Graders 1D. 
Oontl'ol lb;perbtental Cmtrol Jb:periJlental 
Clue 2 Clune 3, 4 Clue 2 Cla••• J, 4 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
10.0 9.2 9.8 10.0 
8.7 8.4 1.9 9.8 
8.4 8.4 1 .k 7 .9 
1.1 a.o 7 .1 7 .9 
7.3 8.o 6.9 7.6 
1.1 1.1 6.) 7 .4 
6.l 7 .3 6.2 7 .4 
S.9 6.6 5.8 6.9 
s.1 6 .8 s.a 6.2 
s.s 6.) s.a 6.o 
s.5 6.1 S.6 s.e 
S • .3 s.s 5.5 s.a 
4.9 s.1 5.S 5.5 
4.7 4.9 $.) $.) 
4.4 4.7 s.1 S • .3 
1i.2 4.7 5.1 s.1 
4.2 4.o 4.9 s.1 
3.9 ).8 4.7 4.9 
).8 J.5 4.7 4.9 
J.O 3.3 J.6 4.9 
... 3.1 • •  4.l 
S.$ 6.1 5.1 5.8 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  
6. 
1 • . 
•• 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
l.). 
lb.. 
JS. 
16. 
17 . 
16. 
19. 
20. 
Median 
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TABU 21 
1966 METROPOLITAN AClfll.'VEMENT TEST . smH CRAlll, GRADE IQlJIVALEBTS 
Met.ropolitan Achievement Metropolit8n Achievement 
Reading - 1966 , �ard lnaw1edge - 1966 
6th 6th 6th 6th 
· ctrade or-ad.en in Grade Grad.era in 
Control Experimental Control Experimental 
Cl&aa l Classes ), 4 Olaas 1 en.uses .3, h 
10.0 10.0 lO.O 10.0 
10.0 8 .7 10.0 9.9 
9.7 8.5 lO.O 9.$ 
8.7 8.J 10.0 9.5 . 
s.s B.o 10.0 9.5 a.s e.o 10.0 8 .3 
8.S 7.7 9.1 7.8 
8 • .'3 7.3 7.8 7 .8 
6.J 7.1 7.8 1.0 
1.3 6.6 1.8 6.7 
1 .1 6.6 1.0 6.7 
6.o 6.3 6.4 6.4 
6.o 6.o 6.4 6.4 
s.s s.1 $.8 6.1 
$.5 5.7 5.0 6.1 
s.s S.3 5.4 6.o 
4.o s.1 5.0 .s.2 
4.o 4.7 h.1 s.1 
J.S 4.7 4.6 4.6 
3•3 ••  4.3 •• 
7.1 6.6 1.0 6.7 
11 
!be aix\h grade control. ptMp llhand a p-ade equi't'al.ent ranp 
trca h.) to 10.0 • tt. 1fOl"d lmo"1.•dge teat with a •di.an of 7 .o, 
while tbe sixth gJ"ade experi.Mn\al group Showed & grade equiTalent 
range tram 4.6 to 10.0 with a median of 6.7. (See Table 21) 
Arter analyzing the COlllpoa1te scholastic reading achievement 
growths scored by the exper1.llental and control groups participating 
in thia experiment. it ie eTident that the total reading achievement 
gains compiled by both groups were vory closely related in the final 
ecnparat1Te ewnaation. 
The control groups did show a al.1ght adYancement over the 
experillental groups, according to the grade equivalent ranges and 
.. diana .chieved on the reading and word knowledge b&tter1ee of the 
Metropolitan Achinement Teets. 
A further comparative analyeis ot the claae medians achieved 
by both groupa in this experiment will be diaouaeed in the MCtion on 
the final evaluation or the program.. 
There are other evaluative approaches that can be used to help 
judge the final validity o! the hypotbesie atated prior to the be­
ginning or this experill ent. Some of theae will be d11cwi1ed later in 
this chapter under the findings gained and the final eTaluation ot the 
program. 
Even with the addition of other material• to help support the 
objectives or the experiment, it mu.st be 811lphaeised again that a 
detailed and wll planned testing progru, prior to the etart, during 
the couree, and again after the ccapletion or such an experiment. will 
provide the aoat objective results in order to appraise the final 
evaluat1m ot the program' s  true validity. Of course, there are so 
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many variables to consider before reaching a final c onclusion, that it 
is almost impossible to reach a total and final conclusion on an ex­
peri.rAent as complex as this one. 
'Findings 
There were certain definite objectives that were reached in 
this study. The use of highly motivational techniques and presenta­
tions seemed to be very beneficial to the total reading growth of the 
middle and high achievers in the experimental groups. Of course, in 
c ontrast, was the disappointing growth pattern of t11e middle and law 
achievers in the experif!'lental group. This may in part be due to the 
stronger emphasis on grouping and procedures used than was prevalent 
in the c omposition of the c ontrol groups . Students are quite aware 
of grouping with their own peers and this can be either beneficial or 
detrimental to the individual, depending on their personalities. There 
were some occaeions during this study when students were placed in 
another group depending on their progress and individual needs. It 
was emphasized throughout the program that teachers be as casual and 
objective as possible regarding the re-groupine of certain students. 
It ie impossible to detect and realize how these changes will affect 
the st!1dents personally. No matter how understandably a teacher may 
try to handle a particular situation, he may not gain the under­
standing in return from his students in regard to their per·f ormance 
and progress. 
An example of this situation was noticeable when two students 
were placed in Class 3 from Class 4 of the experimental group, 
approximately a month after the program was initiated. They were 
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students G and S of Class 3 of the experimental group. The reaul ts 
or their Metropolitan Achievement Teat in reading indicated a drop 
of J.O and 2.h years respectively. 
These students , who had been very closely associated with a 
particular clique, both socially and academically, seemed to show a 
marked change in overall attitude, resulting in a decreased motivation 
to perform at a high level of achievement or over-achievement. Thia 
is a factor that must be given consideration when evaluaLing the 
achievements and workability of a program. 
Further etudy of other areas of the program in the experimental 
and the control classea seems to indicate that such changes in grouping, 
1 . e· . ,  moving students fran one group to another, may or may not be 
advantageous to students and/or a program. 
The grouping of students according to their reading ability in 
the experimental groups may also have had a tendency for the somewhat 
disappointing results oo the reading growths of t!1ose students in 
Class 3 of the experimental group. 
The general reading ability of the student was not the sole 
factor used in the determination of grouping students for reading in 
the experimental groups . It is true that the high achievers in reading 
were placed in Clase 4 and the low achievers in Class J .  It was em­
phasized prior to the beginning of the program, that there would be 
as close as possible, an equal distribution of middle achievers in 
both classes. Changes were made in the groups after the start 
of the experiment to help strengthen the reading level of Class 3 .  
Thia action should probably have been done at the beginning because, 
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as was discussed in the case of the two st udents who were changed, 
it tended to have had a revi. ree effect on their total reading growth. 
The use of more high achievers in Class 3 may have helped to solidity 
the reading achievement level of the whole group since students have 
a great influence on one another, both socially and scholastically. 
With the use of some of the class leaders who were also high achievers, 
it may have helped to create a better atmosphere in the reading pr ogram 
of Class 3.  'nleir addition may have created a motivational stimulus 
for the low achievers that could have had an indirect influence on 
their total reading growth. As stated earlier, students can help one 
another, often at a time when the teacher is busy with others or when 
they are unable to reach a student ' s  levPl of undC"rstanding. This 
influence may have bc�n a helpful faclor regarding the total achieve­
ment gains in word knowledge and reading achivved by Class 1 of the 
c ontrol �cup. 
Another interesting finding that should be given consideration 
regarding the validity of this experiment was shown through the use of 
a reading attitude survey. 
Upon the conclusion of the experimental reading program, a 
reading attitude survey was presented to all of the students in both 
the experimental and conl.rol groups. 
The students were encouraged to answer objectively questions 
regardi.ng s 
1. Their personal reading habits and interests . 
2 .  The type of eroupinc used in the program • 
.3. The quality or reading :1 nstruction on the part of the 
teachers participating in the etudy. 
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The validity of the response on the survey cannot have a great 
deal of effect on the total evaluation of sttch a pro1:.Tam, but it did 
prav1 de s ome intercsttne and concrete insights regarding the personal 
reading habits , instructional needs , anc, '.'Jesires on the part of the 
students. 
Questions 111 12, and 1.3 on the survey were directly- related to 
the plan of interclass grouping for r€lading, and the results showed 
that JI\ ore students were in favor of this type of a pro{;ram ovor the 
more conventional plan of grouping within the self-contained classrom. 
The survey results below show the reac tions of the total com­
poeite of eighty-two students who participated in the experiment. 
Reading Attitude Survey 
1. Do you like to read? 
76 yes 6 no 
2 .  Do you read at home? 
80 yes 2 no 
If yea, hOW' often? 
59 everyday 23 seldan 0 never 
J.  What do you read at bane? 
53 nevspaper 26 magazine JO comics 41 tict1on books 
35 non-fiction books 
4 . How often do you visit the public librar�'? 
20 once a week 15 once a month 15 more than once a month 
29 aeldcn 3 neTer 
5 . What types of booka do you enjoy reading most? 
26 sports 45 mystery J8 adventure 28 biography 10 factual 
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6. Which type of book do you enj oy- the most? 
47 fiction 35 non-fiction 
7 .  Do you usually finieh a book you start? 
75 yes 7 no 
8. What sections of the newspaper do you read the most? 
9. 
10. 
11. 
47 t?- ont page 31 sports 50 co.IT'.ice 19 local nowe 
Do you like to be read to? 
35 yes 47 no 
Do you enjoy reading class? 
69 yee .3 no 10 no opinion 
Do you like changing rooms for 
4? yes 20 no 20 no opini on 
reading? 
12. Do you like having a different teacher tor reading? 
40 yes 20 no 22 no opinicn 
13. Do you like being with a different group of children for 
reading class? 
53 yes 18 no 11 no opinion 
14. Do you feel that your teacher gives enough attentiOll to your 
group? 
75 yes 7 no 
15. Do you think that more time should be given to help your 
personal reading problems? 
38 yes 44 nc 
16 .  D o  you think that more tiJTte should be given durj.ng your reading 
class !or special group pr ojects in reeding? 
50 yes .32 no 
8) 
17. What are your opinion• about reading workbooks? 
.3) favorable 26 untavorable 21 no opinion 
18. Would you like more time for recreational reading? 
51 yea 15 no 10 no opinion 
19. In which grade did you like reading the best 1 
6 tourth grade s2 fifth grade 22 sixth grade 
20. In whicn grade did you like readiag the least? 
66 fourth grade 12 firth grade 4 sixth grade 
Evalu.ation 
It has been the Ill.ti.mate objective of this experimental program 
in reading to attempt to prove that the use of a farm of interclass 
grouping for reading would provide the students with a higher level 
of motivation anC. great.er academic achievement in reading than would 
be obtained in a more conventional self-contained form of a grouping 
program. 
This e:xperim�nt has emphasized strongly on the procedures, 
materials, and instr11ctionaJ. techniques used by the teachers working 
with the experimental and control groups involved in this study. 
As has been stated earlier both groups were given the same 
tests prior to and after the completion of the progJ"am. The tests 
wsed by the teachers during the course of the study varied according 
to the definition or the individual needs of the students, decided 
upon by each individual teacher . 
The uni!ormly administered achievement tests given to both the 
control and experimental groups did approach as closely as possible 
the most valid results in which an experiment such as this can be 
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eTaluated. Again it must be stressed that there are other variables 
that muat be giYen consideration before attempting t o  develop an 
authentic and valid evaluation or such an experiment. 
A great deal has been written in an attempt to discover the 
precise academic growths in reading achieved by the students partici­
pating in thia particular experiment . SeTeral approaches have been 
discussed earlier in this chapter to i1lustrate the reading growths 
achieved. 
Through the use of comparing the medians of the grade equivalent 
ranges on the 1965 and 1966 Metropolitan Achievement Tests in reading 
and word knowledge for the control and experimental groups , the most 
objective evaluation of the testing program of this experiment can 
probably be achieved. 
Table 22 shows a compari son between the 1965 and 1966 medians 
achieved by the grade levels of the control and experimental groups 
on the Metropolitan Achievement Testa on reading and word knowledge . 
The 1965 medians include all of the fifth and sixth grade students 
who were to participate in the experiment prior t o its beginning. 
The 1966 medians include all of those fifth and sixth graders 
according to gJ"ade level, after the experiment' a conclusion. 
According t o  the comparative medians between 1965 and l96f, , the 
control gro\lps made the most significant gains throughout the experi­
ment, eYen though the medians at the conclusion or the stud�, were 
closely related. Aa mentioned earlier in Chapter v, the average 
median gain far each group was 6.7 months. The significant c on­
clusion to make is that the c ontrol groups had lower class medians 
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than the fifth and sixth graders of the experimental groups and they 
caught up in their median gains in most cases. The control classes 
showed a greater median gain from 1965 to 1966 in both reading and 
word knowledge. 
TABLE 22 
COOPARISON OF 196.5 AND 1966 MED!A.115 00 THE METROPOLITAN 
ACHIEVEMFNT TEST, READING AND WORD ICNCWIJIDGE 
GRADE U:VEL 
1965 1966 1965 Word 1966 Word 
Reading Reading Knowledge Knowledge 
5th Grade 
Control Group 
Class 2 4.J '·' 4.9 >·1 
5th Graders in 
EXperimental 
Group 
Claeses ) and 4 5.1 6 .1 ).3 $.8 
6th Grade 
Control Group 
Class 1 $.7 7 .1 6.2 1 .0 
6th Gradere in 
Experimental 
Oroup 
Classes 3 and 4 6.o 6.6 6.3 6.7 
The fifth grade control gained 1 year, 2 months, in reading 
compared to a gain of 1.0 years by the fifth graders in the experi-
mental groups. The c ontrol also gained 8 months in word knowledge, 
compared to a gain of 5 months by the experimental fifth graders. 
The sixth grade control gained 1 year, 4 months, in reading 
compared to a gain of 6 months by the sixth graders in the 
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experimental groups . The control also gained 8 months in word 
knowledge, c ompared to a gain of 4 months by the experimental sixth 
fsT&ders . 
'l'he most obvious observation that can be made through the 
comparison of the grade level medians is that the sixth grade control 
group aci1ievcd definite grade equivalent r�nge median gains over 
those achieved by the sixth graders in the experimental groups. 
·rhere was an overall 8-month median gain in reading and a 4-month 
median gain in word knowledge over the experimental sixth graders.  
The fifth grade centrol gr oups achieved an overall 2-month 
median gain in reading and a 3-month median gain in word knowledge 
over the experimental fifth graders. 
Table 23 shows the statistical procedure used to determine 
the T-Ratio for the experimental and control groups in reading, 
upon the conclusion of the stud1. 
The statistical procedure employed to analyze the data was 
the T-Ilatio. The .05 level of significance was the one established 
for acceptance and rejection of the hypothesis. 
Hypothesis I. There is no significant difference in the 
academic achi.evement between the control group and the experimental 
group. 
The statistical analysis of the data indicates no significant 
difference because a t score of .09 was found to exist. The nu.11 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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TABLE 23 
THE T..RA'l'IO STATISTICAL MlAL!SIS 00 THE 
1966 JilE'l'ROPOLrrAN READD1G TEST FCR 
THE CCHTROL AID EXPERIMENT.AL GROOPS 
Central Experimental 
x x2 I fl 
1. 10.0 100.00 4.7 22.09 
2. 9.7 94.09 7.3 53.29 
3.  e.s  12.25 a.o 64.oo 
4. 7.J 53.29 3.5 12.25 
5. 8.7 75.69 6 .3 39.69 
6.  10.0 100.00 5 • .) 2a.09 
1. B.5 72.25 1 .1 50.41 
6 .  8.5 72.25 S.7 32.49 
9. 6 .o 36.oo 4.7 22.09 
10. 1 .1 50.41 4.7 22.09 
u • . 6.o )6 .oo 3.8 14.44 12. S.5 .30.25 6.8 46.24 
13. 5.5 J0.25 5.1 26.01 
lh .  8.3 68.89 4.9 24.0l 1$. 8.3 68.69 4.o 16.oo 
16. 5.S 30.25 4.7 22.09 
17. 4.o 16 .oo '·' 30.25 
18. 4.o 16.oo J.J 10.89 
19. 3.3 10.89 3.1 9.61 
20. 3.5 12.25 a.o 64.oo 
21. 10.0 100.00 a.o 64.oo 
22. 8.4 10.56 10.0 100.00 
23. 10.0 100.00 8.5 72.25 
24. 1.1 59.29 10.0 100.00 
25. 1 .1 50.41 8.7 75.69 
26. 8.7 75.69 9.2 84.64 
27. 7·.3 5J.29 6.8 46.24 
28. s.1 32.49 a.o 64.00 
29. $.S 30.25 7 .7 59.29 
JO. 5.9 34.81 6.o .36.00 
31. 3.8 14.44 7.3 5.3.29 
32. 6.1 37.21 8.4 70.56 
33. 4.2 '17.64 a.3 68.89 
34. 4.4 19.J6 6.1 37.21 
3S. 4.9 24.0l 5.1 26.01 
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TABLE 23 • Continued 
Control Experimental 
x x2 I 2 y 
)6. 4.2 17.64 8.4 10.56 
37 . 3.9 15'.21 5.7 J2.49 
38. J.O 9.00 6.6 43.56 
39. 5.5 30.25 6.6 hJ.56 
iio. 5.3 28.09 1.1 59.29 
41. 4.7 22.09 6 .) )9.69 
Grade Point 
Sum 264.5 265.9 
Grade Point 
Average o .45 6.49 
Squared Sum. of 
Grade Point 1,887.63 1,857.25 
Average ot 
Squared Sum 46.04 45.30 
t • .09* not significant 
Another means by which an experi.."'llent of this nature can be 
evaluated iis through the use of the procedures and techniques used 
by the two contrasting forms of grouping for reading instruction . 
A very important aim of the teachers working with the experi-
mental groups was to plan and provide a somewhat unique and different 
form of reading program for those students participating in the 
experimental classes. The main core of the basal reading program 
was followed, but it was the purpose in this experiment to offer the 
students with as much or a variety of new experiences as time would 
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permit. A detailed description of the procedures and techniques used 
was discussed in Chapter III. 
The students in the experimental classes were offered certain 
challenging activities and exercises in reading that woul<l help t o  
create a greater motivational desire on their part toward reading, 
than they had witnessed in their previous reading classes. 
Possibly- the format used for their instructi on in reading was 
such a change from their previous form of study that they .round 
thernaelves scnewhat unaccustomed an<l not fully prepared .for such a 
change. 
The students in the experimental classes were very much in 
favor of, and thOroughly enj oyed their reading classes 1 as was indi­
cated on the student reading attitude survey. There were a number 
of students , especially sixth graders in the control groups who 
desired to participate in this form or interclass grouping for 
reading instruction. 
In oonoluaioo it is very evident that this program should have 
been carried out for several years before the final validity of its 
au.cc es a or failure c ould be flllly decided. 
Another fac tor that should be ment.ioned in c onclusion is that 
probably a study such as this should have been c&rried out within one 
grade level rather than combining two grade levels, as was the case 
in the experimental groups . In this particular experiment it was 
physically impossible t o  use j ust one t,>Tade lev�l, because there were 
only two sections of each grade in the school, and at least three 
sections wore necessary for such an experiment. 
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It seemed that the experimental groups were under s omewhat of a 
handicap, due to indi vidual r<:.:rs onality an<J physical differences found 
between fifth and sixth graders in an elcment.arj� school situation. 
Uruloubteclly a morE: rcalis�ic teat of the hypothesis of this experiment 
would have bct.n achieved if the exp<:riment could have centered solely 
around fifth or sixth grade sections ir; reading . There ore definite 
changes of attitudes and associations with children in these two age 
groups and this could have affecLed s ubstantially the final results 
of the experiment. 
This study presented. a definite challenee for the teachers as 
well as t he studt-:nts . It. create� a closc. r atr.ospherc between the 
teachers participating in the study, and gavo t:·!er: a better opµor­
tunity to study and evalual,e thtir mm personal procedures and 
techniques which would satisfy most efficiootly the students • 
indiviJual needs and abilities in reading. 
This type of experiment made the teachers more aware of t.he 
importance of roadi:Jg in the cmTiculum. It also motivated them to 
at�empt to do a better job of teaching reading. It gave them the 
opportunity t o  impleil1Ent certain creative techniques and strengthen 
their c onventional procedures in order to present a bet�cr reading 
program for <:he s ��udents in their classes. 
It is of the utmost import,anoc for a teacher to remember 
always that the best education hur!&nly possible must be provided 
for the students under i;hcir leadcrs!iip. 
I!' studies and programs such as this one are initiated with 
the focus on the students• individual needs and abilities, there 
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will be gratifyin€: ed�cational growth gained by both the students 
and the teachers. 
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